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News: Ail-American
School produces. All-American Yearbook as Taps
Wins National Acclaim;
Bowl-Bound Tigers Roar
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'Nuff Said: It's So Hot
Here That The Only Difference Between Hell
And Clemson Is That The
Other Place Is Co-Ed.
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On'41
Taps Issue
Last Year

It Happens Again This Year
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ALL-AMERICAN TAPS HEADS

Only Seven In This
Class Awarded Same
Rating By Service
The 1941 edition of Taps, Clemson's yearbook, was this week
awarded an honor rating of AilAmerican by the National Scholastic Press Association, the highest
possible award made by the association.
The yearbook, which was edited
by William E. Hallman of Aiken,
made a total score of 980 honor
points, 80 points above the minimum for the All-American rating.
The Taps was one of seven yearbooks from colleges the size of
Clemson to receive this award.
In commenting on the book
the National Scholastic Press
had this to say : "A handsome,
admirable book; one of the
few of great elaborateness which
lives up to its opportunities,
fills out its uniform."
With reference to the art layout the National Scholastic Press
said that it was remarkable that
such a superior job was a hundred
per cent student work.
Other members of the 1941 staff
included R. B. Caughman, associate editor; and H. V. Simpson,
business manager.

V For Victory
We, like a lot of other
people, thought that the
boys in the senior platoon had just about given out of their razz-adazzle movements, but
Ersezy Bxeazeale was
digging dee£> into his bag
of tricks last night, and
promising to bring out a
brand new "V for Victory" formation in time
for the N. C. State-Clemson game.
Joe Sherman suggested
the formation.

"A little large in the shoulders" was Rat Joe McDonough's comment as Sergeant Cannon tried to fit him
into an average size uniform this week. The five foot
five and one half inch freshman is just too tiny for anything that the clothing room has to offer, and until a
special tailoring job is done for him he'll have to do
without one. The only parts of the uniform that Rat Joe

has been able to find a fit in are a hat and a tie, and the
tie's too long. But he doesn't mind. Civilian clothes are
a lot more comfortable anyway, and that way he doesn't
have to meet retreat formations. Joe likes Clemson, but
was surprised to see, in his own words, "so many little
kids. Half of them look like they shouldn't be out of
high school." He does not include himself in this group.

Senior Class To Erect Marker
To Designate Sikes Quadrangle
fahere Is This
Boston College
We Hear About
The best story of the week
concerns Professor John D.
Lane's single handed defeat of
Boston College.
! It all happened in George's
Cafe where the Boston College
looball team was milling about
taring an hour's stop over on
the way to tangle with Tulane.
Professor Lane noticed that
the boys were rather isolated
a.nd decided to show them some
Cf the good old Southern hospitality. Walking over to them
he attempted to carry on a conversation.
"Hey, Bud!" croaked one little "Bald" Eagle, "we want you
to settle an argument. Is this
Furman or Clemson?"
All hospitality forgotten, Prof.
Lane leered at the Northern
gentleman (?) and said laconically.
"This is Clemson. Until we
■beat you in the Cotton Bowl
1;wo years ago, we never heard
of Boston College."
Turning, the good professor
left the field of battle, still
strewn with the dead and dy-

Jungaleers To
Furnish Music
For Tiger Ball
Tiger Editor Walter McDonald
today announced that the Jungaleers, Clemson's own dance band
has been signed to furnish the
music for the Tiger Ball October
17 and 18.
Because1 of the popularity of
the band here at Clemson The
Tiger staff decided in favor of the
Jungaleers.
The Ball, given In honor of the
executive staff of The Tiger, will
be one of the outstanding social
events of the season here on the
campus.

Shown here are the heads of the '41
Taps which was this week awarded top
honors in competition with yearbooks
of all American colleges. The men are

Scabbard And Blade Taps
Fourteen Military Leaders
Senior Class Dues! !■*■ Colonels And HoUis Is Named
To Be Due Friday Captains Tapped Tiger Co-Editor
Says Senior Prexy
Senior Class President
Julian Dusenbury today
announced that senior
class dues will be due tomorrow and urged all
seniors to comply
promptly. The dues will
again be three dollars,
he said.

Alpha Chi Psi
Taps 'Em Again
Jake Colvin, president of Alpha
Chi Psi local social fraternity, announced last night that six juniors
and three sophomores have been
selected for membership to the
organization.
The juniors who will be tapped
are Tom Guin, Booty Payne, Malcom Craven, Claude Rothell, Lang
Ligon, and Jeter Glenn. The sophomores are Dan Jacobs, Bud Ryan,
and Prank Leitner. Informal initiation will begin sometime this week,
Colvin said.
i

Quadrangle Named Three Years Sikes' Quadrangle
Ago But Announcement Withheld
A bronze plaque set in stone
will mark the quadrangle between
the four new barracks as Sikes'
Quadrangle,
Julian
Dusenbury,
senior class president, announced
last night.
The quadrangle has borne that
name for three years, but the name
was not announced at the request
of the now deceased Dr. Enoch
Walter Sikes.

The name was bestowed by the
State Legislature and the Board
of Trustees when the authorization and appropriations were made
for its construction.
Dusenbury, empowered by the
junior class last year to use surplus funds for the good of the college, decided to use a part for
publicizing this honor to Dr. Sikes.

Beta Sigma Chi
Taps Six Members

Sign Up For Taps
Photos In Lobby
Of Main Building

Six new members were chosen
by Beta Sigma Chi this week, it
was announced today by E. V.
LaRoache, president of the organization. They will undergo a
short period of informal initiation,
climaxed by a formal initiation on
October 4.
The new initiates, four of whom
are juniors are: Major Hawkins,
James Tupper, Herbert
Wannamaker, and Jack Mitchell.
The
{two sophomores elected are Robert
Emerson, and Julian Mikell.
The club plans to hold its annual State Fair dance at Rockville
on Friday, October 24.

Taps Editor Jimmie Dixon today
urged all upper-classmen to sign
up for Taps photos at their earliest possible convenience in the
lobby of the main building. Dixon
pointed out that the photographer
would be here approximately two
weeks more and insisted to those
upperclassmen who wish to have
their picture in the 1942 Taps
that they have their pictures made
before this deadline.
Dixon also announced that another tryout for junior staff members will be held soon.

H. V. Simpson, business manager, W.
E. Hallman, editor, and R. V. Simpson,
associate editor. All are members of
the class of '41.

outstanding
senior
x Fourteen
cadet officers were
tapped to
membership
in Scabbard ' and
Blade, national
honor military
society, at impressive retreat Ceremonies yesterday.
The cadets named by Cadet
Colonel Lester Thompson, captain
of the local company, are Cadet.
Lt. Colonel James H. Barton, textile engineering student from Anderson; Cadet Major W. L. Brunson, vocational
agriculture student from Brunson; Cadet Lt.
Colonel O. B. Cannon, general
science' student
from Newberry;
Cadet Lt. Colonel M. R. Hunter,
general science student from Grey
Court; Cadet
Lt. Colonel C. B.
Lesesne, general science student
from Columbia; Cadet Captain S.
H. Anthony, pre-med student from
Greenville; Cadet Captain J. S.
Colvin, mechanical engineer from
Chester; Cadet
Captain K. O.
Couch,
vocational
agricultural
student from Easley; Cadet Captain Frank A. Gregg, animal husbandry student
from Florence;
Cadet Captain J. R. White, ■ agricultural student from
Sumter;
Cadet Captain J. R. Sosnowski,
chemistry student from Charleston; Cadet Captain C. E. Hammond, electrical engineering student from Fairfax: Cadet Captain
J. C. Higgins, architect from Rock
Hill; and Cadet Captain A. W.
Somerville, mechanical engineer
from McConnelsville.
Other members besides Thompson are
Floyd, Sams, Young,
Dusenbury, Breazeale,
Thames,
and Epting.

Two Cheer Leaders
Be Named Tonight
At Chapel Meet

A bronze plaque set in stone will mark
Sikes Quadrangle soon to be erected by
the Senior class, according to Julian
Dusenbury, president. The quadrangle
was named for the late Dr. Enoch Walter Sikes, former president of Clemson

college, by the South Carolina legislature three years ago. Dusenbury, empowered by the class to use surplus
funds decided to use a part to honor
Clemson's beloved former president.

Two Junior Cheer Leaders will be
elected at the mass pep meeting
to be held in the Chapel tonight,
Jack Richards.head
cheerleader,
said last night.
The new leaders will be elected
from a group of six candidates
selected earlier this week by
Richardson and Hogue. The candidates are Towns Rawls, John
Cornwell, Jack McCarthy, Ed Kellet, Wesley Freeny, and J. W. Bodie.
Coach Howard and the entire
football squad will be at the meeting, along with the marching band
and probably the Jungaleers. The
yells will be printed and distributed
at the door.
Richardson asked for the cooperation of all upperclassmen in
teaching the rats the yells.
Cheerleaders are working on
plans to have each company display a banner at the game in
Charlotte.

Harris W. Hollis, Rock Hill
senior majoring in agronomy,
was today named co-editor of
The Tiger. He will assume his
new duties with C. B. Lesesne,
of Columbia, the present coeditor, who was forced to take
a less active part because of
other pressing student activities. Lesesne will retain his
present title.
Hollis has been connected
with The Tiger for two and
one-half years and has served
in the capacities of staff reporter, feature editor, and managing editor.

ASAE Taps
13 Members
The American Society of Agricultural Engineers admitted thirteen new men into membership
this week, it was announced tonight by T. V. Wilson president of
the fraternity.
The men are: B. V. Brown, G.
E. Thompson O. G. Dorn, H. O.
McMillan, F H. Hedden, W. W.
Kirven of the Senior class. Juniors
are R. E. Newman, J. W. Bodie.
Sophomores, L. O. Drew, M.
M.
Lotz, J. C. Watson, L. W. Kelly, J.
L. Hill .

Just wake me up and I'u
start teaching.
—Taylo>
I have no prestige as yet.
—Waite
That ain't worth two toots
in you know where.
—Gatffney
I can talk about
anything
and still be on my subject.
—Holmes
I do a lot of thing that an
queer
—Ward
This Is the land of the
freer and the home of the brave
and the Democrats.
—Waite
Some boys talk like a bee in
a jue
—Lane.
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Campus Camera
JoHNNr
MICHIGAN'S GRfcAIBTT
PLUNGIMG FUU-RCK,
GAINED 350 YARDS
AGAIN5T HARVARD 1M
1913 WITHOUT SCORING

RATS, AGAIN
The TIGER is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper; its claim
Under the heading of embarrasThe South's Most Interesting College Newspaper" is based on circula- ing situation number two we offer
EACH TIME HE TOOK A^
THEBA^TOBECRi/.VL^
tion, comment, and general attitude of those who read. The Tiger. an experience undergone
by a
Alabama freshman during rush
SON GOAL LINE THE I > JjsgRj
Entered as Second Class Matter at the postoffice, Clemson, S. C,
week. Our innocent young neophite
QUARTERBACK CAll£DVs\
~
•SOME OTHER. BACK TO ^vvV?1
CVALTER s. MCDONALD
—
—
EDITOR was making the rounds of each of
CARRY THE BALL OVER. 7*V
the
HARRIS W. HOLLIS
CO.EDITOR the fraternity houses upon
ALL FAILEu
was
C. B. LESESNE
_
CO-EDITOK aforementioned campus. It
AND HARVARD ,
GEORGE E. THOMPSON _
'BUSINESS MANAGER with great gusto and embellishSCORED A
one
LARRY VV. COKER
SJORTS EDITOR ment that he dashed into
7 TOO
white columned domicile grinning
MILES R, HUNTER
_
ASSOCIATE EDITOR from ear to ear only to find that
VICTORY / .„.,
GEORGE F. GOBLET _
ASSOCIATE EDITOR he had violated the sancity of the
CHARLES K. WRIGHT
DISTRIBUTION MANAGER home of the president of the uniO. DONALD MARVIN
CIRCULATION MANAGER versity.
J. M. KLINCK
RADIO EDITOR
It seems that just about every
R. L. BREELAND
_
~
NEWS EDITOR other place in this paper has ofT. K. CRIBB
„
FEATURE EDITOR fered advice to the freshman at
J. B. MANLY
_
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR one time or another, so here are
JUDSON CHAPIN
„
FEATURE WRITER a few words that should be includB. A. CHESTOCHOWSKI
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR ed in every "rat's" vocabulary.
Cigarettes Practically unheard of
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
R. G. HUFFORD..
when you want one. You know,
„
ADVERTISING
MANAGER
C. R. DUNCAN ...
ASSISTANT DISTRIBUTION MANAGER they are those little sticks of brown
L. T. RAWLS
CARTOONIST stuff wrapped up in paper. RegC. D. CROSBY ...
CARTOONIST ulations prohibit the tossing away
S. T. ROWELL „
of any butts longer than one halt
W. B. CAMP, H. M. SIMONS
STAFF REPORTERS inch. If you are economical and
SHE UNIVERSITY OF DENVgH
G. S. MONTGOMERY, J. M. HENDERSON
ADVERTISING have a pin, you can do better.
TfilO OF LOCAL GAMBLER?
CELEBRATES ADAWv^o EVE
SECURED THE LAND FOR. THE
Classes: Vague in your mind, not
DAY IW JANUARY. EACH STUD-| FIRST BUILDING OF THE UNIVERSITY.
to be confused with dormitories.
ENT tSCEiVES AN APPLE FRSVV
• •. • 5 OF ARrZONA • • •
Dames: Not to be confused with.
THE CHANCELLOR./
Dope: Strange liquid stuff YanSo far this year the rats have had two class meetings.
The Tiger has already expressed itself regarding the un- kees call Coca-Cola. It is similar
to
Coca-Cola
only
costs six
excusable conduct at the stunt night gathering. Almost as cents.
bad as that display was the rowdy nomination meeting in
Mail: Ordinairly
comes from
the chapel Tuesday night. Junior Class President Lang the guard room and usually tells
Ligon, who conducted the meeting, was helpless, and you to report to the president office at once. For this reason it
through no fault of his own.
If ttie present freshman class and those who are to is often best to leave no fowardaddress' when you leave home
follow it in the future continue such boorish conduct, there ingMeals:
So called fight for exLast Thursday night • we of the Tiger staff were injvili be no-such term as "Country Gentlemen" at Clemson, istence or survival of the fittest. vited out to dinner by Colonel Glenn D. Hufford, former
T. K. C.
It is this constant warfare that
keeps the Clemson cadet so physi- professor of military science and tactics here at Clemson,
who is now retired. Colonel Hufford is the father of otir
cally fit.
Money: Sorry fellows, I ain't staff photographer, Bob Hufford, which is probably the reason that we were invited out to dinner. There were four
with that term.
The National Scholastic Press Association announced familiar
And 'While we are on the subject of us, Walt McDonald, Larry Coker, Boiuser, Manly and I.
this week that the 1941 edition of Clemson's Taps has been of words, here is printed page
awarded the rating of All American, the highest possible. number two of words every strlv The occasion was in the nature of a general get-together
for the purpose of shooting bull and eating.
The Tiger staff feels that it is in the position to un- ing cadet should know.
The eating cair.e first. Needless to say, the meal was a
What
the
dentist
does
Drill
.
derstand and appreciate the tremendous amount of work
to you.
rare
treat. Army f >!ks are noted for their excellent taste
that went to make up this great annual. To the men who
Small pigeon.
Squad
when
it comes to serving good food and Thursday night
were responsible for the success of the 1941 Taps, we ofMajor . . . First person past tense
was
no'
exception to the rule.
t of verb "to make."
fer our most hearty congratulations.
e
After the meal we went into the^;
Cartridge . . . famous ' _ game
J. B. M.
living room and were entertained talent to be sure, but certainly one
fowl.
for a couple of hours with some of important factor in the win was
. . Something that the colonel's rare philosophy.* The that of morale. The morale of the
Revolver
goes around
conversation ranged from Superman team has never been better. The
Caison . . To have a crush on to the war in Europe.
boys go into the game with all
The Clemson Little Theater Club annually donates its someone.
When asked by one of the noys as they've got and a little more too.
. Commonly
called to what he thought would be the This is probably brought about by
Platoon ,
profits for the year to civic betterment. Last year the gift
final outcome in the war, Colonel the fact that the members of the
was made to the Parent-Teachers Association of Calhoun cuspidor.
Girls name.
Militia .
Hufford said that in his opinion squad know that they are getting
lernson High School. It was not appreciated.
A type of beer.
Grenade .
there could be only one outcome, the support of the boys back home.
At the same time the Senior Platoon, one of ClemCaptain .
Apparatus used to and that would be f complete Ger- It was brought to light last Sunday
man defeat. He based his reasoning morning at six-thirty o'clock when
>n's finest advertisements, a group which creates a sen- haul up anchor of a ship.
on the fact that Germany has no some three hundred members of
.A
young
lady.
Mess
ition wherever an exhibition is given, is so ill-supported
the cadet corps, including the
Division . .. A type of mathema- fool-proof system of supplying her Clemson band and our one-huninancially that it cannot make more than one or two tics.
people with the necessary materials
dred-percent-for-C 1 e m s o n com-ips away from home with the team.
Battle . . , The thing they put for survival against an allied block- mandant, Colonel Herbert M. Poole,
ade that is day by day growing
beer
in.
The Little Theater is supported largely by cadets. It
stronger and stronger. Germany has met the football team at the CalPeriod of child- a comparatively small merchant houn station which is located dne
Infantry
s a campus organization whose interest in Clemson is as
marine and even that is gradually mile from the campus, whenvthey
"ieep as our own. The Tiger suggests that they are the most hood.
A tramp.
Bomb .
becoming extinct tfgainst an in- arrived from Lynchburg. There
appropriate recipients of financial aid from the club.'
Shell fire";.. Expression of dis- creasing allied submarine warfaie, Were hardly more than 900 boys on
the campus then, and the fact that
* R . L. B.
gust.
he continued.
one-third of them got up at six
• FILLERS
We got over on the subject of o'clock when they could have slept
In the "How to fill up space 'de- the Senior platoon. Colonel Hufford
partment" we noticed that the said that when he came to Clem- another two hours certainly puts
me in the know about how the stuGrove City College paper left the son over three years ago he came dent body feels about the team.
' The class attendance regulations which were published fifth column of its editorial col- with the intention of establishing,
It also puts the members of the
last week contain several amendments designed to elim- umn blank with nothing but huge if possible, a fancy drill platoon team
in the know. Captain Wade
inate the promiscuous class cutting that has been prevalent print which read: WE ^AVE NO here. He brought with him a couple Padgett was heard to say, "Boy, it
of
ideas
about
some
fancy
maneuthe
makes you feel good to know that
here during the last few years. Under the new set up, FIFTH COLUMN. To say
that is not good journalism, vers.
all these boys are so much for the
a student may be discharged from class for one absence, least,
"I
never
did
any
more
about
it,
team that they'll get up this early
but I guess the
patriotism exif it can be proven that no emergency existed.
pressed by the paper compensates though," he said, "because I saw on Sunday morning to meet us."
the
boys
in
action
for
the
first
time.
When the whole team feels like this
The Tiger recognizes the need for some such ruling, for it.
They were so good that I crammed it's no wonder they play such jamand approves heartily this action. There is, however, one
SELFLESSNESS
my measly little ideas in my pocket up football.
With the war in Europe raging, and tucked my head in shame."
factor, a very important one, which has been overlooked.
The excessive class cutting is usually done by those in the and the war controversy raging in "I can truthfully say that in all
HOW DO YOU FEEL?
this coutnry, there is much pro- my army experience I have never
lower grade bracket—students who can ill afford it. For paganda both pro-British,
Word has been received from
and seen a fancy drill unit that could
them, the ruling is a boon. For the better students, those anti-British. Despite the horror come within a mile of Clemson's Dean Chase at Carolina that our
platoon will not be permitted
who have not in the past taken advantage of unexcused of war, it still has its humorous Senior Platoon", the Colonel said. Senior
"It's the best advertisement that to perform during the half at the
side.
The
following
story
belongs
absence privileges, it is a hardship.
Clemson-Carolina State Fair game.
the Lindberger-Squeeler organ Clemson has to offer and one that His reason for this, he said, was
should certainly be capitalized on."
A cut system based on comparative grades would elim- to
ization, if they are
capable of (This seems to be the general opin- because the president of the State
inate unrestrained cutting without penalizing the better such a story.
ion of every one we've approached Fair wanted to exchange sides durstudents-The Tiger believes that such a system would
It seems that a Spanish aviator on this subject i.
ing the game.
better, to a great extent, the situation that exists here now. flying to his neutral country over In talking about army morale, a Regardless of how the Fair authe Mediterranian
sighted four subject widely discussed in the press thorities feel 1 am of the opinion
T. K. C.
people floating about in the wat- recently, Colonel Hufford said that that we would rather see our Senior
er. Quickly landing his seaplane he saw no serious problem about Platoon than watch any of the
he took the four aboard
and the issue. He feels that it is a sol- states honorable politicians walk
headed towards home. The four dier's perogative to gripe. He be- around. We feel that the politicians
Many times in the past The Tiger has at various times passengers were all pilots whose lieves that our army is in better if approached on the subject would
today than when it entered agree with us. And the same goes
deplored the lack of spirit or praised the cadets for their planes had been shot down in a shape
the first World War.
for some 24,000 football fans who
huge
air
battle.
One
was
German,
attitude at athletic contests. Those few students in the
We thoroughly enjoyed the eve- will be on hand for the game.
one Italian, one Greek, and the
ning and as for myself, I don't
stands at Lynchburg last Saturday are deserving of our other British.
think I've ever seen a more graci- OUTSTANDING CADET OF THE
highest praise. This small group,, composed mostly of SenAs the plane gained altitude, ice ous host, so on behalf of the Tiger
WEEK
ior Platoon members and a few other cadets, produced a began to form on the wings, and staff I'd like to express our appreJAKE COLVIN lor establishing a
danger
of
a
crash
became
evident.
ciation for a very pleasant evening. fairly good record of dating women
volume of spirit and noise which equalled that of the enThe Spanish pilot informed his
tire V. M. I. student body.
in one week-end, this past weekpassengers that in order to get
HERE'S WHY
end. Some say it was five different
To cheer leader Richards, and to this spirited group home safely, one of them had to Those who
saw and heard the girls. I think it was four. Maybe
of Clemson cadets and supporters, the Tiger offers its con- bail out. The German pilot step- Clemson-V.M.I, game at Lynchburg one.
his heels, marveled at the power displayed by
gratulations and expresses the hope that in future games ped forward, clicked
"Heil Hitler", jumped^ out the Clemson team in overwhelming
OUTSTANDING REMARK OF
there will be repetitions of this—"The Real Clemson Spirit." shouted
A short time later the pilot sad a strong V.M.I, team to the tune
THE WEEK
—C. B. L.
it was voluntary to ask for another of 36 to 7. The team has the
"Are we gonna' beat N. C. State?"
volunteer. The Italian clicked his
heels, shouted "II
Duce" and
bailed out. The trip continued.
A short time later the pilot said
When Clemson men do a job, it is done thoroughly.
turned to the remaining
two
Last week a drive was carried through the barracks to ly
pilots and said: "I am very sorry,
solicit money for financing the Senior Platoon trip to Bo-s signors, but one of you will have
on. The drive netted $550, an average of approximately to bail out or we will crash!"
?ne per student.
The Englishman stepped
forDEAR TOM,
In closing it might be of interest
clicked his heels,
shouted
Most of Clemson's 2300 cadets have very little monev ward,
Well, it looks as though the Tigers
'There will always be an
Eng- have another swell football team. to you to know that Col. Dumas is
to spend for purposes other than necessary expenses Cer- land!" . . . and pushed the Greek
being transferred to the Phillipines
The Officers on duty here who reporting for duty there about the
-inly such cooperation is commendable.
out.
finished at Clemson are highly op- first of November.
timistic over our chances of coming
•rJ. B. M.
Good luck and keep a good TIGER
Some
15,000 Wisconsin high through with a perfect record this coming.
school students will be guests of season.
Sincerely,
the University of Wisconsin at the
Tom, there is one thing which I
W. A. Rhyne Class '40
Badger - Syracuse football game think should be brought to the atCamp Croft
Organization of the honor council called for by the November 1.
tention of the Cadets. Last night I
attended services at one of the up- Dear Tom:
' n adopted last spring has at last been completed '
Justice Frederic R. Colie of New
B Tiger stands squarely behind the proposed Hon- Jersey state supreme court has re- town churches in Spartanburg, and
Please enter my subscription to
out of a clear sky came "In Cadence
e U
ta
beli6VeS that h is an Wst ceived from Dartmouth College the Count". It could be clearly heard all The Tiger so that it may come to
attempt to better a deplorable situation here. So far how- B. S. degree which he failed to get over the church. I am not one to me here each week.
I notice on the front page of
24 years ago when he left college throw a wet blanket over a great
ver, it has been a feeble attempt.
to join the army ambulance corps victory, but I do think that the The Tiger under the heading "An
Unless student leaders and faculty advisers begin inboys
boys returning to school thould use Editorial" picture of four
Offering a master's degree in some discretion as to were and when apparently with soapsuds covering
tensive work at once, the plan is doomed to failure-and aeronautical
engineering for the
Jailure will mean an even lower morale in the corps The first time, University of Texas has to give a football yell. Am I right? their heads and expressions of misIt was especially embarrassing to ery; and I take it the picture was
Snd immediat
ST^
* action as the only solu- added course* in aerodynamics, me as I was sitting with a group made in connection with an initiaairplane structural analysis
and of Wofford and FURMAN graduates tion into some fraternity. What a
tion to the delicate problem.
experimental aerodynamics.
who commented on the incident. gruesome idea of havinir fun this

Those Rats Again—.

| Talk oftiie Town |
By HARRIS HOLLIS

To The Taps—The Very Best—

A Worthy Cause

Class Attendance Regulations—

Spjrif At Lynchburg—

The Spirit Of Cooperation—

Tom Clemson

tion Please-
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THREE THRILLERS
Really Grade-A thrillers are so
rare that a little enthusiasm maybe forgiven for Journey Into Fear
($2.00) by Eric Ambler. From the
moment we step aboard the Italian
steamer, Sestri Levante, a sleeting winter day in the harbor of
Stambul,, wondering why Mr. Graham's hand is throbbing so painfully, we are caught in the network of an attempt to assassinate
the worthy and guileless representative of a British ammunition
firm. Mr. Ambler's previous books
—you may remember A Coffin for
Dimitrios— have shown him particularly adept in Mediterranean
local colors; he may be said to
pour oil on troubled waters but
the oil is highly inflammable. His
unpretentious narrative, told with
insistent humor and surprise (and
with some acrid whiffs from the
brothel) blazes as brightly as an
open fire on which you may have
thrown coppery chemical. I give
you my word that this is worth a
whole pantechnicon of old Phillips
Oppenheim. Here is international
hell-raising served with the most
pungent curry powder and nothing will please you more than the
armament manufacturer who did
not even know how to load and
handle a revolver.
Agatha Christie, in Sad Cypress
($2.00), gives an unnecessary Ophelia suggestion in her title for one
one the best stories she has written. The American reader will find
a special pleasure in the fact that
this mystery expounds from the appallingly British delicatessen known
as fish paste. It is further enriched by what always pleases the
reader, the misunderstanding of a
druggist's label. The little gray
cells of M. Hercule Poirot never
tincellated to better purpose and
he never more shrewdly kept his
concluding surprise more sagely in
reserve. This story has some very
high-class death-beds, British rural
shrubbery, and dislikable people.
The red-headed
Dr. Peter Lord
must jiot be confused with Dorothy Sayer's Lord Peter.
The third potassium on our shelf
is by "Nicholas Blake," who has
been identified with an eminent
young English poet. The Summer
Camp Mystery ($2.00) is particularly entertaining for its description of the English idea of a vacation playground. Mr. Blake takes
the latest thing in sociology for a
ride on whitewalled balloon tires.
A young Oxford student of Mass
Observation goes to Wonderland
Camp to see how tne multitudes
amuse themselves in a sort of
British Catskills. While they are
having
a wonderful
time the
shorts - and - brassiere circuit is
spotted with X's. Is it the whiskered hermit, is it the Nazi spy,
is it the British Broadcasting Company, whatever it is is Mr. BlakeLewis telte it with considerable
humor arid at least one Scandinavian word that will send his
clients to the Ordbog. The purpose
of this note is to reveal nothing
but suggest that these books are
good anaesthetic.
Christopher Morley

—that professor Gee thinks he
knows who I (oscar) am. But he
don't. Ha.
—oscar says—

—that "Red" Carter may be fast
but he (oscar) happens to' know
that he (Red) met his match Saturday nite.
—oscar says—

—that Sgt. MilfoiW's "boys" let
him down over the week-end. The
have to condescent to standing on
good sgt. was afraid that he would
the doors in Harcombe's grill, Maybe he has flat feet, no?
— >scar says—

—that strange nocturnal doings
have been observed in the office
of the new Physics quarters.

necessary.
—oscar says—

—that, quote—"Ray (the Baby)
Hamer sho is cute"—end quote.
—oscar says—

—that certain faculty members
seem to think they made Clemson,
instead of Clemson making them,
—oscar says—

—that the six hundred buckt
that the boys kicked in for the
senior platoon ain't hay, and that
(oscar) is even more convinced
that there are a lot of good guys
at this place.
—oscar says^—

—that Roberts ought to anchor
his right foot so his ballet dance
at retreat won't slow up his about
—oscar say.r—
—that Big Hugh Alford should face.
—oscar says—
learn more respect for the long
—that he (oscar) don't know
arm of the law. Eh'George?
what it is, but that there's some
—that as much as he (oscar) stuff in Roberts that makes his
hates Hitler—there are still two about face t-wang—— in more
members on the campus whom he ways than one.
—oscar says—admires so much that if he met
—that since this rag has mopthem with der Furor and he (oscar) had a two-shot gun, he ed into new offices, there are ill
would shoot the Clemsonites and kind of rats coming and going.
depend on his muscles to beat the
—oscar say
Heil to death.
—that he (oscar) would like to
—oscar says
deny that he wears stripes of any
—that he for one is glad that kind, although he (oscar) knows
the "baaing and bow-wowing" lor of a few boys who would like to see
the social lions has ended.
him in stripes.
—oscar say

-^oscar says—

—that the hot seat battalion is
—that he
(oscar) understands
again capering around under Gen. that one "Diddie" Leitner is geterals Emanuel and Helton.
ting behind on her correspondence.
—oscar says—
—that he sees now why it took
—oscai says—
a math prof to instigate the dance
—that he (oscar) wants to take
curfew business.
t
off his hat to the football team
and the Senior Platoon for the
—oscar says—
—that the "other" Breazeale is excellent piece of work they did
his (oscar's) idea of the perfect before the crowd at the Lyunchspeciment of- formless protop^sm burg game last week-end.
without a vestige of intelligence.
—oscar says—
—that no one can understand
—oscar say-—
—that he (oscar) has a class with why they have to stay at school til
two cadet "parsons," and that he 6 a. m. Saturday morning.
just ain't at home there.
—oscar says—
—that the most popular girls in
—oscar says—
—that all the girls running Lynchburg aren't to be found at
around Lynchburg last week-end Sweetbriar or Randolph-Macon—
but the cutest ones are.
were either Bernice or Louise.
—oscar says—-

—oscar Bays—

v
—that he wishes the Senior Pla—-that Blue Key really dissappointed a lad who had already toon the best of everything after
last week-end—especially "health".
secured his key.
■—oscar Bays—
—oscar says—
—that Captain "V,. W." James
—that "Popeye" Heywood doesn't
like his new name half as much and stooge Morrow are both "good
boys", but Oscar's getting peeved.
as he hates his namesake.
Not rating week-ends for carrying
—oscar says—
—that if certain citizens would a toothpick in the pocket at long
bring bottles back, Shorty wouldn't roll rates calling somebody an ugly
name.
stick the gentlemen for a deposit.

•

—oscar saj

—that if a certain M. S. stooge
what has aspirations could have
seen the look in the Colonel's
eyes when he punched "There's
Gonna Be Some Changes Made"
on the juke box, he (the stooge)
would walk, and talk softer.
—oscav says—

—that evidently no one has yettold the boys that they weren't
supposed to wear cits on Sunday.
—that the Army ought to try
using Clemson "Diamonds anil
Buttons" for camouflage. They
hide nut boys pretty well when

-—oscar says—

—that he hopes nobody takes this
Boston tradition to heart and tries
to repeat that "Tea Party" incident. "Tea" meant Tea, as in "ice
tea" in those days.
—oscar says—

—that "Mamma" Colvia's boots
finally came. Incidental}*, tan is
a new c<51or for battleships.
—oscar says—

—that Tiger Ball is growing
closer and he (oscar) ain't gonna'
be affected by the/ "curfew" even if
he has to borrow another raincoat
and pitch "shelter halves" on Bowman Field.

THIS
COLLEGIATE
WORLD
Well, at any rate this educator
tried to scale the heights.
Dr. A. D. Fraser, University of
Virginia archaelogist, wanted to
examine an old stone mill at Newport, R. I., in an effort to ascertain its disputed origin.
Newport firemen let him take a
fire ladder so he could climb over
the mill wall, but just as he started to do so police came along and
halted him.
"We don't even allow Harvard
and Yale boys to go in," said the
police, explaining there is a longstanding rule against permitting
anybody in the structure, which
some believe was built by Vikings
centuries ago.
And then there's the case of
Ohio Wesleyan university,
whicfi
selected the wrong "typical" students when preparing a picture
booklet on its activities.
The photos were taken
last
spring. The front cover of
the
booklet shows a co-ed who since
has "flunked out" of school and a
boy who has transferred to Case
College.
A Herbarium that
eventually
will contain every available species
of plant native to Georgia is being
developed in the biology department of Emory University.
Syracuse and Colgate football
teams will play each other twice
in 1943—October 2 at Hamilton and
November 13 at Syracuse.
Wayne University is sponsoring
nearly 60 short-term courses in
homemaking problems for adults.
University of North Carolina,
which opened its door in January,
1795, is the oldest state University
in point of operation.
A 150-pound man would weigh
almost 50,000,000 pounds on one
of the newly-found white dwarf
stars, it Is estimated by Willem J.
Luyten, professor of astronomy at
the University of Minnesota.
must be. Editorialize on this: "I
count that man unworthy to be
called my friend who would needlessly harm a worm."
Sincerely yours,
.B. R. TILLMAN,
Class of 1896.
Editor's Note: No, sir, fiiat isn't
soapsuds. It happens to be glue
and feathers. You are right about
the initiation part. Can you imaein* \ow much worse this is?

VVhaf Do Yov Think Of The Food In The
Mess Hall This Year?

$>
,——,
_
By G. S. MONTGOMERY
H. Strawhorn, (4)
Greenwood
F. S. Barns, (4) Rock Hill, It's
I think it is a decided improvebetter than it was last year.
V. N. Scottile, (4) Charleston. men to what it has been. Good
boosts tha^. moral of corps f
I think the food is considerably fc
J. V. Nims, (4) ~Eafteast*f.*:-DitW
better. Captain Harcome is doing
j
the best he can and we should as above.
E. J. Hwakins, (2) GreenviUe\
help him the best we can.
J. F. Bryan, (4) Allendale. Dit- I think it is much better than it*,
was last year.
1
to.
C. J. Taylor, (2)—Laurens. S« \
S. F. Muller, (2) Blythwood. The
food this year is greatly Improved far, so good. It will be O. K. if }
they keep it up the rest of the;
over last year.
j'
C. R. Higgins, (3) Easley. It year.
shows a great improvement.
If ...T. R. Morris, (2) Hickory JST. CJ
they keep it the way it is now Somewhat better, but still a lonig
')
the rest of the year, there won't way to go.
C. L 'ftis (1) Taylors, The foo<$
be any griping.
T. E. Lewis, (1) Galivants Ferry. is too good to get It beat off o&
/
Before I came here I heard it you after each meal.
J. R. Pennel (1) Spartanburg
was no good, but I think it is
The best milk I ever tasted.
,'
swell.
M. S. Christman, (3) SpartanCAA student pilot registration
burg.
Pretty good food,
I get
to chew an hour after each meal. at University of Minnesota thi-s
R. Smith, (2) Greenville. I get fall is 40, ten more than last year.
nv share although it would be
Amherst, Williams and Wheaisbetter with less grits.
on Colleges have forbidden studM. M. Ashley, (2) Augusta, Ga. ents to bring their cars to school
I think it would be much improved this year.
if there was not so much starch,
Experiments* by Drs. Basile J.
but on the whole, the food is much
Luyet and M. C. Hartung of St.
improved.
S. Folk, (3) Hollyhill. I think Louis University indicate the vinth„ food is better, but the waiters egar eel can be kept in a frozen
have to wait too long for theirs. state of suspended animation inE. N. Van Duyne, Pinebrook. definitely.
N. J. Compared to last year, it
Dr. J. A. Pierce of Harvard reis '•'"gant.
ports that when a meteor 'oi
L. J. Dobbins, (2) Townville. shooting star passes through the
It is better than last year.
atmosphere many miles above the
R. F. Parker, (1) WilUston. I ground it leaves behind it a trail
of broken atoms which may last,
don't think it is so hot.
W. W. Whitmaker, (1) WilUston. for many minutes.
I think the meals aren't well
More Emory University students
planned.
J. A. Mixon, (3)
Charlotte, N. come from Florida than any other
C I think it is a "far cry" better state outside Georgia. .
than it was last year.
Hanover, seat of Dartmouth ColEd Bubbser, (3) Bethlehm, Pen- lege, once rose temporarily to the
There will be fewer boys beat- position of capital of New Hamping their way to the hospital.
shire. In 1795 the legislature mit
C. K. Cheezem, (2) Andrews. there and Gov. John T. Gilman
£ far its been O. K. but it could was inaugurated in the Dartmouth
be much better
chapel

J
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Clemson Students Contribute
Turner To Speak To
Various Campus Men
Here Next Week
Mr. Eugene A. Turner, member
rf the national staff of the Y. M.
0. A., will speak at Vespers services in the Y auditorium SunSay afternoon at one-thirty and
six o'clock.
Mr. Turner, a graduate of Wake
Forest College where he was a
student under Dr. Sikes, has been
i member of the national Y. M.
3. A. staff for more than twenty
/ears. He served as Y. M. C. A.
secretary in the Carolinas for sevsral years and later as General
Secretary 'of the Y at Georgia
Tech. He was the founder of the
Gene Turner Service Fund, which
assisted materially in enabling him
;o give his services to the Y. M.
3. A. movement in China.
'Immediately following the six
o'clock program at the Y, Cabinet
and Council members, Evening
Watch and Forum leaders, and
members of the young people's organizations of campus churches
will hear M£ Turner at a special
meeting in the, Y club rooms. »
Mr. Turner will address the student-faculty meeting to be held
in 'the club rooms of the Y on
Monday night at seven o'clock. A
number of faculty members and
their wives have been invited, to
meet with student leaders for this
occasion.

Holmes Charter
Member Air-Borne
Infantry Unit

$500 Needed
To Complete
Requirements
Company B-l,
Cratzer Win

Jimmie Barton, business manager of the senior platoon, announced last night that the drive
for funds to finance the platoons
trips has netted $550. Captain B.
M. James led company B-l to the
place of honor in the drive in the
barracks by collecting $59 from
their ^company. Individual honors
go to Cadet Kratzer of Co. B-l
for contributing more than any
other individual. Kratzer gave ?l?
winning prizes given by Doc McCollum, Hoke Sloan, and the College Cafe.
Approximately $500 more wiil be
needed if the platoon is to make
trips to
Boston,
Washington,
Charlotte, Columbia, and Auburn,
Barton said.
Plans are being made for similar drives in Anderson and Greenvill. Jimmy Lever of Anderson, and
Earl Mazo of Greenville will be in
charge of the drives in the two
cities. The newspapers and Chamber of Commerce of the neighboring towns will cooperate in the
campaign. Definite plans have not
yet been made, but there is no
doubt ,a host of Clemson supporters who know what "Clemson is,
and what our senior platoon is,
Freshmen went to the polls to who will gladly contribute to a
day to elect class officers lor the worthy cause.
ensuing year.
Nominations
for
The platoon is Clemson's
best
the election were made at a chapel advertisement. Time after time,
meeting Tuesday night.
their intricate maneuvers
have
Nominees for the offices
are held
crowds spellbound
with
R. H. Jennings, chemical engineer amazement. The 7,500 people who
from Orangeburg, and R. H. Thomp- were on hand at the V. M. I.
son,' pre-med from Dublin, Georgia, game in Lynchburg were no exfor President; J. N. Gleen, Civil ception. Every member of the
engineer from Cafhoun, and J. platoon came back with
stories
P. Carter, architect from Char- galore about enthusiastic complileston, for . vice-president;-^. M. ments from spectators, Army offiBurgess, textile
engineer \ from cers, and V. M. I. cadets.
Sumter and E. L. Fuller, mechanisal engineer from Ellenville, N. Y.,
BLANTON NAMED
tor secretary-treasurer; and E. T.
Elmore Blanton, mechanical enO'Dell, straight chemist from Spar- gineering junior from Spartanburg,
ianburg and W. I. Peek, general was named director of state sales
icience student from Charleston, of the Baptist Student magazine
sales at Ridgecrest this summer.
tor historian.

Rats To Elect
Class Officers

F. Sieg Holmes, 1941 industrial
education graduate, has just been
graduated from the Officer's Infantry Training School at Fort
Benning, Georgia, and ha,s been
transferred permanently to the
new air-borne infantry department
of the army.
Holmes, a lieutenant-colonel In
the cadet corps last year, was one
of twelve second lieutenants chosen
from the class for duty in the new
service. . The new battalion, which
consists at present of two colonels
and twelve second lieutenants, will
be the first of its kind in the U.
S. army.
0 .
Two contingents of volunteers
will be assigned to the new station
at Lawson Field, Fort Benning,
next week, Holmes said.

Corps To Get
Game Furlough
Saturday,
October
4, has
been designated as a holiday
for the entire cadet corps in
order that those who desire to
do so may attend the ClemsonNorth Carolina State game to
be played in Charlotte that
day.
Cadets may leave the campus at any time after six o'clock
Saturday morning, and will feturn to Clemson in time for
Taps check at 11:30 Sunday
night. All classes scheduled
for the holiday will be held
on the following Saturday afternoon.
The Commandant's Office
has announced that holidays
for State Fair will begin at
twelve noon Wednesday, October 22, and will end at 11:30
Sunday night, October 26.
Students will be permitted to
leave the campus after their
last scheduled class on Wednesday morning, and will return in time for Taps check
Sunday night.

$550

To Senior Platoon Fund

New Cotton Testing Service
Is Offered By U. S. Spinning
Laboratory Here At Clemson
The Government Cotton Spinning
Laboratory at Clemson has
announced a Cotton Testing Service
for the benefit of cotton growers,
breeders, farmers, textile manufacturers, and others who desire to
have their cotton tested for spinning qualities, strength,
length,
fineness, uniformity, or immaturity.
This testing is available as a
service of the Agricultural Marketing Service, J. M. Cook, in charge
of the Cotton Testing Laboratory
at Clemson, said today. The Clemson laboratory will accept samples
now, Mr. Cook said.
The new testing service is intended to furnish breeders of American cctton with prompt technical information on the quality of
cotton varieties, strains, and progenies developed. Where spinning
tests are requested, the samples will

Sea Serpents,
Dead, Found In
Rocky Mountains
FORT COLLINS, Colo.—lAOej—
A glimpse into that dim past of
100,000,00 years ago when oceans
engulfed what now are the Rocky
mountains was afforded as geologists unearthed remains of a giant
sea serpant near here.
The ancient serpents measured
from 40 to 50 feet, and had broad
turtle-like bodies, long necks and
elongated flippers.
The fin of one of the serpentsknown as the plesiosaurs—already
has been uncovered, and the neck
is in process of being
removed.
The diggings are expected to reveal
the head of the plesiosaur, as well
as other bone structure.
The new find, made by Ed Greg
ory a junior forestry student at
Colorado State College will
add
much to the historical record of
the North American continent, in
the opinion of Major Roy Coffin,
professor of geology at Colorado
State College.

Back in the days when college
yells were considered "noises" a
group of Clemson cadets were locked up in Anderson for "disturbing
the peace."
It was in the fall of '96. The
Ringling circus was playing in Anderson and a group of Clemson
seniors (with special permit) boarded the Blue Ridge train for the
big city. When they got off at
Anderson, the happy crowd, all full
of Clemson spirit, gave a long
Tiger yell.
The bewildered Chief of Police
came out to see what it was all
about, and went back to the jail
with a wagon load of Tigers.

Research by University of Calf
fornia physicians indicates a con
nection between high blood pres.
sure and excessive activity of the
adrenal glands.

A safety conference for farmers
President
Roosevelt's youngest
was recently conducted at
the son, John, was among 376 naval
reserve ensigns recently graduated
University of Minnesota.

The second stage of the Clem- congratulated on this Blue Cheeseson College Blue Mould (Roque- it is the finest I have ever seen."
Clemson College has
received
fort) Cheese experiment will be
launched here this week with the numerous inquires from throughout
making ol a new batch of cheese the United States and Canada iff*
to be cured in the Stump House regard to the progress of the exMountain Tunnel, it was announc- periment. Three letters seeking
ed today by Professor J. P. La- distribution rights have been reMaster, head of the dairy depart- ceived from West Coast firms.
Recently a letter postmarked
ment.
Dr. Paul G. Miller, director of Montreal, Canada, and addressed
the experiment, said the work to to: "The Principal, Clemson Colbe started Thursday will be merely lege, Walhalla, S. C." and signed
a check on the recently completed Joyce Burns Glen made the folfirst experiment which, he said, lowing request:
"Will you be good enough to
could be
termed "entirely sucfurnish information about the efcessful".
"With' only a few minor altera- forts of Clemson College to protions, "we will proceed almost ex- duce blue vein cheese. I am askactly as before," Dr. Miller said, ing for this information becaus*
"and in a few months from now I want to write an article on thel
we should know definitely whetlv subject for Arthur Mee's ChUdre^jJ
er this work is commercially prac- Newspaper, and English publi
tion for which I am a traveliu-7
tical."
The quality of the first Blue correspondent.".
Present plans call for the makMould produced by the Clemson
experiment was recently attested ing of 50 pounds of cheese a week
b' Mr. G. W. Wilson, in charge throughout the winter months, and
of the.Borden's Manufactured Pro- starting next week cheese will bs
ducts Division in New York City. taken to Stump House Mountain,
Writing to professor LaMaster, Mr.
near Walhalla, for the curing proWilson said:
efficient
reading,
remembering,
"I think Dr. Miller should be
note taking, theme writing, and
reviewing and examination writing.
The local chapter of Phi Eta
Sigma is one of forty-eight which
make up the national fraternity.
Organized two years ago, it is the
only honor scholastic fraternity
open to freshmen. Scholastic requirements for acceptance are the
highest at Clemson, a 7.5 grade
point ratio being necessary for
membership.
Officers of the Clemson chapter
are Walker Gardiner, president,
Earle
Roberts,
vice
president.
Th« did* rut* you would ordinarily buy this term
George Stanton, secretary, and
has boon drafted (or National Dofens*. Sorry, it can't
Fred Hobson, treasurer.

Copies of Hints On How To
Study, a pamphlet presenting suggestions for the proper organization and use of study time, were
distributed to members of the
freshman class at the meeting for
nomination of class officers Tuesday night by the local chapter of
Phi Eta Sigma, high-ranking national honor fraternity.
The pamphlet gives hints on the
planning of work, concentrating,

NO SLIDE RULES
FOR SALE/
be helped. Although we have increased our production tremendously the Defense Program still absorb*

ANDERSON, S. C.

Airplane, Ship, Tank, and Auto Models,
Supplier Balsa Wood; Cement, Sundries

HEYWARD NIAHON CO.

The Anderson Hardware Co.

GREENVILLE

but well lend you one I
temporary emergency we have made • quantity of
mass production slide rules that will tide you over

J

until your standard rules are ready. These rules are
not for sale. We will lend you on* upon the deposit
of One Dollar...and give you • full trade-in allowance when your standard rule is ready. No charge
for wear and tear. Use this special rule with our
compliments as long a* the emergency lasts t Your
campus bookstore has K&E *loaned-on-depostt"
slide rules in stock for immediate delivery.

KEUFFEL 6- ESSER CO.

South Carolina's Leading Store

t************************************************************

For Men And Young Men

WELCOME TO 001 CITY

"Clemson Headquarters In Greenville'

"i'

FtfPSI-COLA is made only by PEPSI-COLA COMPANY. Long ^sland
City, New York Authorized Bottler: PEPSI-COLA Bottling Co., of
Anderson, S. C.

slide rule will be ready for you...

Meanwhile, we have found a way out. To moot this

MAIN STREET

Anderson> S. C.

more rules than we can make right now. But we are
still increasing production. Within four months, your

Clemson Cadets Are Always
Welcome
MAYFAMt GRILL

FOR YOUR RECREATION HOURS

TWO STORES

Second Stage Of Blue Mould
Cheese Began Here This Week
With New Batch To Be Cured

be manufactured into several counts
of cotton yarn, and the report will
include analyses of waste content,
yarn strength and appearance, and
general manufacturing performance.
It was revealed that fees will
range from 10 cents per sample for
fiber length analyses to $40.00 for
complete fibre tests and combed
yarn spinning test of the material
submitted. Sample of lint may be
as small as eight ounces, where
fibre tests
are desired, or five
pounds, where complete fiber and
spinning tests are needed.
The cotton spinning laboratory
at Clemson, consisting of a staff
of ten and approximately $60,000
worth of testing equipment, has, until this new service was added, been
working from the agricultural reUniversity of Minnesota this ausearch standpoint. The cotton testing service just begun adds prac- tumn acquired a 200-pound tusk
tical and testing work to the re- of a mammoth, from 20,000 to 100,000 years old. The tusk was found
search duties.
in southeastern Minnesota.
Dr. Clinton R. Stauffer, U. of
M. geologist, says skeletal portions
of about 50 mammoths,
mostly
teeth, have been ^ound in Minnesota, but that the find is a particularly large and fine specimen.

Seniors Give Yell Freshmen Given
Police Raise Hell Books On How To
Use Study Time

Since its founding in 1802, United States Military academy has
admitted 23,032 cadets, including
foreigners, and has graduated 12,661.

THREE

_____

CLEMSON
Before Or After The Game

FOUNDED 1967

"N»ni

YOUR BUSINESS
APPRECIATED

FOR LIFE BY

ROYAL
Dry Cleaners

PARKER'S
■UII DIAMOND'/

♦

Enjoy Good Food At

LITTLE PEP DELMONIEO

Bowl At Clemson
They all cheer Parker s

Opposite Hotel Charlotte

UPER-CHARGED Pen

301 West Trade Street
-Year Round Air Conditioned***************************************************************

For FUN and
HEALTH . . .
Set 'em up and try your
skill! Men and women the
country over find relaxation, fun and vim.

Welcome!

Play Duck Pins or Tens
On Our Modern Alleys.
LADIES INVITED
DUCK PINS

You and your friends are cordially
invited to make our store your down-

Have fun-be friendly
Treat yourself and
others to fresh-tasting
Wrigley's Spearmint Gum
The Flavor Lasts

III

town headquarters before and
the

game

on

Saturday.

Visit

after
our

Wc Before 6 P. M. f fle
2 for 25c after IV

INORAM'S
Bowling Center

—a Third More Ink
than average of three well-known sac-type pens—
due to revolutionary One-Hand Sacless Filler
The Pen with the smart Arrow
Military Clip and the Oil-Smooth,
Lubricated Point that won't wear
scratchy in a lifetime!
No matter what pen you may happen
to be shown first, don't make the mistake of making a purchase until you
have seen and tried the Parker Vacumatic—there is nothing else like it.
This is largely due to the Parker
Laboratories, staffed by able scientists
in physical metallurgy, chemistry, engineering. No other pen-maker we knowattempts the research and development
that go on daily here.'

and good food.

For The Best

DRY CLEANING

IVEY'S
CHARLOTTE, N. C.

That flroney Can BuyCome To

BODIFORD'S

larker
♦ Parker's Blue Diamond on the pan is our Life Contract
unconditionally Guaranteeing to service the pen for
the life of the owner except for loss and intentional
damage, subject only to a 35l charge for postage, insurance, and handling, provided complete pen is returned
for service.

TELfVISIGH

Known far and wide as THE
JEWELS of PENDOM, Parker Pens
and matched Pen and Pencil Sets are
the choice of 50 million people.
So remember, dont buy until you try
Parker. Parker's Blue Diamond is a Life
Guarantee Contract — makes pens so
marked cost less than the poorest.
The Parker Pen Co., New York, Chicago,
San Francisco. Factories at Janesville,
Wisconsin and Toronto, Canada.

Maxima, S10
Ma|or (illut.) or
Debutante, $8.7 *

Junior er Sub-Oeb>
Wrlteflne Pencil*
le match,
$375 le $•

COP*. 1*41,THK PARKER PEN CO.

1—Parker's 14 K Gold Point

Fountain (on the first floor) and our
Cafeteria (downstairs) for refreshments

Today, in the world of science, it is
known that Parker achievements mark
the march in Pen progress.

is utterly different, finer-textured and much less brittle
than ordinary 14 K Gold.
2—It is tipped with oil-smooth

Osmiridium, developed under
the direction of Dr. Robert
Pickus, chief Parker metallurgist, former instructor of metallurgy at Yale University.
3—Parker's One-Hand Satless Filler—a basically better

principle and the easiest of all
to operate—makes room for
about a third more ink than the
average of three well-known
sac-type pens, and substantially
more than any one of them.
4—Parker's patented Television barrel lets you SEE
when your pen needs refilling.
5—Parker's smart laminated
styling—streamlined Pearl and
Jet RINGS—as shimmering as
velvet—is wholly exclusive.

CIEAN YOUR PiN AS IT WRITES BY USINO PARKER QUINK, THE PEN-CLEANING INK, \1$ AND 15j£
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Wilton E. Hall To Present Plaque To Tiger
An Editorial

fionai Newspaper Week
Beginning yesterday and continuing through next
?ednesday America is celebrating National Newspaper
Week. Facing the gravest national situation since the
Civil war the government has set aside this week to reaffirm its faith in the newspapers of the land; to reas*
sure its citizenry that freedom of the press as guaranteed by the greatest of all documents, the Constitution
of the United States, is still an inalienable right.
One hundred thirty million people still want the
news, of village, of state, of nation, of world—they want
the right to have opinions and to express thmeslves
freely. They insist on the truth, unsmeared by propaganda and total lies, and they get the truth straight
from the shoulder in American newspapers.
Mr. America recognizes that his newspaper is rooted
in the foundations of freedom. He may not agree with
the policies and opinions set forth in the editorial columns, but he fimrly respects the right of his newspaper
to set forth an opinion. He believes as did Voltaire, who
made the statement: "I wholly disagree with what you
say, but I will defend to the death your right to say it."
And Mr. America will defend it.
The Tiger as a college newspaper has always enjoyed the same privileges. We have expressed our opinions on numerous occasions and our rights have been
respected. The Tiger believes that the Clemson student
body and the state of South Carolina have a right to
know the truth, and its policy has always been to give
them the truth. Democratic institution that it is, this
newspaper would rather submit to death than to censorship.
The Tiger knows that the newspaper is the sentinel
of democracy-—Its voice is the voice of a free people.
H. W. H.
GARDNER NAMED
Frank Gardner, Engineering Senrfcosp Savannah, Georgia, was
is week elected president of the
iivannah-Clemson Club.
[Other officers elected were: Wade
pyle, vice president; Frank IvyL
cretary; and Sam Nichols, treaser.

Authorities of nine New England colleges, including Harvard,
have asked students not to bring
automobiles to college this fall as
a gasoline conservation measure.
University of Michigan will celerbarte the 100th anniversary of
the opening of its college of literature, science and the arts October 15.

Be Presented
At Wednesday
Chapel Program
Wiltcn E. Hall, publisher of The
Anderson Inderrndent and The
Anderson Daily Mail, will deliver an
address to the Clemson student body
at chapel exercises next Wednesday, Dr. Robert Franklin Poole,
president, said today.
The address will be on the occasion of the presentation of a plaque
through the student body to The
Tiger. Embodied in the stainless
steel plaque mounted en polished
hardwood are the immortal words
of the authors of the Constitution
of the United States which read:
"Lest We Forget—Congress shall
make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting
the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech or of the
press."
Dr. Poole has designated Dr. David Wistar Daniel, dean emeritus of
the school of general science to accept the plaque for the school and
Tiger Editor Walter McDonald to
accept the gift on behalf of The
Tiger.
Mr. Hall is presenting the plaque
as a reminder that freedom of the
press is one of the most priceless
heritages of the American way of
life.
Hunger movements in the empty stomach tend to stop
under
hypnotic suggestion, according to
Ronald E. Scantlebury of Wayne
University's college of medicine.
Added emphasis on home economics training is expected to boost
enrollment of women students at
the University of California college of agriculture.

Free Press Is
Essential For
Defense-Hull

law respecting an estalv
lisjaroent of'religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise diereof; or abridging
the freedom of speech or
of the pr€ss. ■r'r' rry:''^r^

Pictured above is the plaque which will be presented
to The Tiger through the Clemson student body by
Wilton E. Hall,'Anderson publisher, at chapel exercises next Wednesday.
ATTEND MEET
Dr. H. P. Cooper, dean of the
School of Agriculture, Mr. D. W.
Watkins, extension director, and
W. T. Hicks, of the Bureau of
Agricultural Economics attended an
agricultural planning meeting held
at Memphis, Tennessee, Tuesday
and Wednesday of this week.

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU

-AT—

s

HARDWARE CO.

Fifteen dairy majors have been
accepted for membership in the
Dairy club, H. G. Way, president,
said this week.
The men initiated are C. O. Ingram, A. M. Ingram, C. E. Butler,
J. E. Killett, G. E. Fairey, J. F.
Hill, J. W. Dantzler, V. L. Warner,
R. B. McDavid, T. C. Guess, T.
C. Henderson, J. L. Warren, A. L.
Flowers, J. J. Valldejudi, and B.
W. Weeks.
Way appointed Jack Courson and
T. C. Braezeale chairman of the
program and refreshment committees respectively.

N

WHEN IN ROCK HIL.L VISIT

THE VARSITY GRILL
Excellent Food

Anderson, South Carolina

M

WILLIAM C. ROWLAND
COMPANY
Tests have proven that we have the most durable
uniforms. That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.

Welcome

welcoming the* Clemson Cadet Corps
and the Scrapping Country Gentlemen.

M«7 in Engineering and Agriculture recognize far more
than the average student how great a part is played by
the services rendered by efficient, highly co-ordinated
utilities.
i

.

t

In our Factories, on our Farms, and in thousands of
Carolina Homes the multiple services of the electric
industry are 'performed by engineers and other trained
specialists of the Duke Power organization. Outstanding
among these experts are many graduates of Clemson
and our other fine technical colleges. We are proud of
them and their record of service.

//

CLEMSON

U

TO CHARLOTTE AND TO EFIRD'S
We invite you to come in to our store
—relax in our lounge, write a letter if
you desire—then have lunch with us,
you'll enjoy it; the dining room with
capacity to seat 400 persons, is on the
fifth floor. A plate lunch is served in
our tea room in the downstairs store.
Rest rooms are on the street floor—
and on the fifth floor.
The menu we submit, will give you an
idea of the treat that is in store for
you.

EFIRD'S DINING ROOM
Friday, October 3
Fried Chicekn '

m

*% I* j

&£Ji>APrMEHTSTOadt
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
The Friendly Store In A Friendly City

S

SEE THE NEW PORTAGE SHOES—At

HOKE SLOAN'S
$4.00 (And They Wear!)
New shipment of Moccasins.
Dormitogs $2.00
College Hats $1.25
The Best Fitting Shirts Are Arrow.
The Best Shoes Are Crosby Square

A MOST CORDIAL

WELCOME
AWAITS YOU IN

CHARLOTTE
'THE QUEEN CITY OF THE SOUTH'

We'll Be Seeing You
in

Carolina's Largest City

Swiss Steak

Fried Trout
Tartare Sauce
Creamed Potatoes
Fresh Snap Beans
Lemon Meringue Pie
or
Fresh Apple Boll
Salad 5c Extra

COMPANY

defence—and where can we find it?
Does that sound like idiotic qtiestion No. 39,674? And do you think
you can answer it by counting our
guns and cannon, pursuit planes,
bombers, tanks, torpedoes, dreadnaughts, destroyers and submarines? If so, go ahead and count.
But I warn you, you'll never find
the measure or meaning of national
defence in such summaries. Guns
and cannon are tools for defence.
But the thing that ultimately determines liberty and establishes authority is the man at the other end
. . . and the thought in that man.
The most effective defence weapon in America today is her free
press. For that press records
thoughts. It makes you think. It
makes you consider other viewpoints. And each time you do this
you are enlarged, renewed and
armed against any contingency.
You can pile armor on a man.
jam a helmet over his ears, put a
tommy gun in his hands—yet he
will still remain little more than an
animated can opener unless he
thinks. But the man who thinks
can lick the world with a sling
shot. Cpnsider young King David
and the giant Goliath . . . 'or Sergeant York. These men accomplished miracles, because they thought.
They could .face the challenge of-»^
superior numbers and strength because they had faced the challenge
of thought.
Hitler is going to be defeated because he had denied and dammed
up thought. His troops are zombies
—"Living Dead"—from whom all
pride and self-respect have fled.
America, in whatever cause she
serves, will win. She will win because she has already prepared herself for victory through her free
press. But she will not survive one
decade longer than her free press
lasts. If you cramp a people's mind,
you cripple their spirit.
Don't let anyone rob you of yom
right to think. Don't let anyone
else do your thinking for you—however shrewdly and subtly. Keep
-your public press really frte.
It's America's "blood bank"!

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Reddy joins the Charlotte Alumni in

CHARLOTTE, N. C.

Reasonable Prices

Three Blocks Down Oakland From Winthrop

WELCOME 70
CHARLOTTE

POWER

They're dead. Shot down, like
beasts, in the hopeless murk of a
Norway dawn.
Two bloodied bundles, twitching
against a wall—that was their end.
By CORDELL HULL
And they'd know it might be, yet
U. S. Secretary of State
had taken the risk. Upstanding
A free and informed press is
youngsters, barely more than boys,
essential to a successful prowith years of usefulness before
gram for national defense. The
them—but that meant less than
press is one of the great agennothing to the Nazi-Quisling mind.
cies through which the AmeriThey were arch-criminals and decan people obtain the full facts
served their fate. So it had come.
of the domestic and internaBut what crime-of-crimes could
tional situations as these dehave caused it? Had they murdered,
velop from day to day. Such
robbed, spied upon or betrayed
knowledge of the facts is intheir overlords? Had they been
dispensable to the existence in
caught with bombs in their possession, plotting against the All Highthis country of an enlightened
est No, they had done none of
public opinion which in a dethese things. But they had done
mocracy like ours, is the greatsomething which is infinitely worse
est safeguard in the formulaby Nazi rating.
tion and execution of domestic
They had dared to t'.iink.
and foreign policies.
What was it all about, this sudAn ever-spreading movement
den, overwhelming violence that
of brute force is challenging
today the basic principles which had swooped upon them out of the
night, robbing them of all indilie at the very foundations of
vidual rights, walling them away
the kind of life which our own
and all free peoples everywhere, from other peoples. Who had willed
this horror? What was happening
are determined to maintain.
to those other people now? No one
The would-be world conquerors
could tell them! They were forbidhave already overthrown these
den to ask. Vet, they must know or
foundations in many parts of
go mad. And so, they'd sought the
the earth and increasingly
one escape even German steel could
menace them in \ the Western
not close. They'd listened secretly
Hemisphere.
to the British broadcasts, passed
There is no graver responsithe news as secretly along. And
bility devolving on our press at
paid for it with their lives. Which
this time than to keep the peowas only reasonable, said the Nazis.
ple currently and accurately inSurely, anyone could see that free
formed of these conditions of
thought . . . free speech , . . were
mortal danger to everything
the gravest risk in a conquered
land, to be suppressed by death if
which we, as individuals and
need be.
as a nation, hold dear. Only as
our people become aware of the
So reason the Nazis. And, for
facts can there develop in the
once, the Nazis are right!
nation that unity of thought
For the most potent and perilous
force on earth is thought. There are
and of purpose without which
no limits to its power, for offence
we cannot hope to create the
or defence. And those who dare to
necessary means of self-defense
use it fearlessly are more dangeragainst the manifest and deadous than mobs of mechanized monly perils confronting us.
sters.
A special "extension division" of
America roars today with prepthe University of Wisconsin grad- aration for defence. But what is
uate school has been approved for
the Milwaukee area.

Work is progressing rapidly on
an $80,000 ROTC armory building
Minnesota WCTU has asked the
at South Dakota State college.
Minneapolis city council to proOf the 90,000 officers
in the hibit sale of beer within a mile of
United States army, fewer than the University of Minnesota cam7,000 are West Pointers.
pus.

WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST

ULLIVA

Dairy Club Taps
Fifteen New Men

Famous Columnist Elsie Robinson
Says "You're Free As You Think"

The Charlotte Chamber
of Commerce# Inc.
C. O. KUESTER, Business Manager
Note:—A City Now Of More Than 100,000?
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MSON TIGER PICTURE NEWS
Harris Hollis was today
named co-editor of the
Tiger to serve with
Buddy Lesesne, who was
forced to take a less
active part on the paper
because of other student activities that required most of his available time.
Mr. Eugene A. Turner,
member of the National
YMCA Staff, will speak
to faculty members and
students at Vespers and
meeting Monday night.
Mr. Turner was a student at Wake Forest under Dr. Sikes.

Miss Jeanne DuPont, Wisconsin co-ed, takes time out
from her studies to run over a few of the hundred
songs in the new Walt Disney Dumbo Song Book.

The Clemson College Concert Series,
to open here on October 28th with the
presentation of the United States Navy
Band, will feature five oustanding programs during the current college year.
Following the Navy Band, Bidu Sayao
(upper left) famed soprano of the Metropolitan Opera Company will sin?; on November 17th; the National F Or-

chestra (center) under the direction of
Hans Jtindler on March 7; the Little-1
field Ballett (lower left) on March 23rdJ
and Lawrence Tibbett, baritone, (lower
right) on April 27th. Ticket applications
should be addressed to the President's
Office, Clemson. Season tickets to the
five concerts are priced at $4.00 each,
forty cents of which is Government tax.,
:^!W*$ft!&':

Forming the second and third steps of a
basic aerial formation, the echelon, these
flying officers of Randolph Field, Texas, race through the darkness as they
blaze a course across the Texas sky. This
flight demonstrated to the Aviation Cadets what is to come when they move on
to an advanced school. It's ticklish business for the beginner, but Randolph's
flying instructors can "put 'em where

Clemson's
Sponsors

they want 'em," guided only bq their
wing-tip lights. The ninth and last class
for 1941 graduates from the "West Point
of the Air" on Sept. 27 and will be
transferred to specialized and advanced
schools for a final ten weeks of training
before receiving their commissions as
2nd Lieutenants in the U. S. Army Air
Force.

^■^§1121 !ii j§*
\

AT t&'
^PERFORMS
REGULAR END
CHORES.CARRIES
THE BALL & THROWS
PASSES FROM END
AROUND PLAYS./
'"L

Coming back to the bathing-suit
again, you'll recognize Gene Tierney, who's appearing Just now in
the 20th Century-Fox drama,

iQZQ.tfc AjLL SOUTHERN
/CMC: tf£ARST ALU'$ft\eMlCAN f/RSFTfAM

Winking right at you over that
enticing shoulder is Mary Martin, co-starring with Bing Crosby in Paramount's new musical.
"Bjrtii oi the Blu.es."

"Belle Star."
Miss Caroline Scarborough

Clemson sponsors for the Clemson-State gafme
here on Saturday were chosen by officers of .-!:«
North Carolina Club at Clemson. Miss Terrell ii
Charlotte will sponsor for Cadet Bill Garrett of
Charlotte, president; Miss Reed of Elizabeth City
with Cadet Herbert Minnis, of Charlotte, vicepresident; Miss Scarborough of Concord with
Cadet Tommie Croxson of Charlotte, business
manager; and Miss Cox of Goldsboro with Cad«t
Walter Graham »f Salisbury,
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Band To Introduce New Pep Song At Mass Pep Meeting Tonight
Education Men New Members Honor
To Distribute
Council Announced
Textile Books

Members of the Honor Council,
governing body for the Experimental Honor System, were announced
this week by David Bisset, chairThe Clemson College School of man of the group. One senior and
Vocational Education
will
next one junior were elected from each
week distribute approximately one
the direction of Professor L>. R.
thousand volumes of textile work Thompson and J. W. Spillers, of
books to all South Carolina high the Parker School District, Greenschool students who are taking ville; H. D. Adams, Fort •. Mill
textile work as a major subject.
School; and W. F. Davis, Easley
The books consist of five volumes,
High School.
four on textile subjects and one
The content and general layout
a handbook for teachers. Under
of material in the books were reviewed from the standpoint
of
practicability in the high schools,
textile mills, and for women engaged in textiles. The group experts passing on the work Included C. H. Strickland, superintendent
of the Apple ton Mills, Anderson;
J. C. Holler, assistant superintendent of schools, Anderson; Superintendent C. 'W. Lockwood, Lancaster City Schools; Dean H. H.
Willis of the Clemson School of
Textile and Miss Marie Jones, of
the Winsboro Continuation School.

WELCUVlb

CLEMSON
To Charlotte's
Leading
RESTAURANT

Delicious Seafood Fresh Daily
From The Briny Deep

TENNER'S

New Home—5 or 7 rooms, 1 or
2 baths. Air Conditioned. Double
construction. Bu.Ht-on garage.
Nice lot. on
Calhoun Road.
Close In.
A. L. VES'S, Central, S. C.

GUARANTEED

WATCH REPAIRS

Charlotte, N. C.

FEINSTEIN'S
WATCH SHOP

DOBBS HATS MANHATTAN SHIRTS
ANDERSON'S FINEST

Country Gentlemen Students Horribly Mangled

school, and three sophomores were
chosen from the entire class after
the nomination of one from each
school.
Senior class representatives on
the council are D. A. Bisset from
the school of chemistry, , W. M.
Hobson from the school of agriculture, T. E. Garrison from the
school of education, O. A. Mays
from the school of general science
and pre-medicine, C. A. Smokes
from the school of engineering, and
J. R. C. Griffin from the. school
of textiles.
Junior members are L.. S. Ligon
from the school of textiles, T. C.
Moss from the school of agriculture, J. H. Mappus from the schooi
of chemistry, E. D. Roberts from
the school of engineering, W. H.
Goggans from the school of general science and pre-medicine, and
C. B. Lowman from the school
of education.
Sophomores are Rv L. Allison
from the education school, E. E.
Dobson from the school of engineering, and R. W. Touchberry
from the agriculture school.
An advisory board consisting, of
faculty members from the various
schools will be appointed by the
deans of the schools immediately.
Copies of the Honor System rules
will be distributed to the members
of the faculty and to rooms in
barracks Monday, Bisset said".
Ann Sheridan,
the
screen's
"oomph girl," attended North Texas State Teachers College and later taught school in the same state.
"Ann Rutherford, rising
young
Hollywood
starlet,
is honorary
sweetheart of nine different colleg* fraternities throughout the
United States.
The U. S. Navy's new flying
battleship, a giant patrol-bomber,
is capable of flying across the
Atlantic and back without a stop.

Col. H. M. Pool
Clemson College
Dear Colonel Poole:
(I wish to compliment you on having sent the finest group of young
gentlemen into Lynchburg to beat
V. M. I. at football, that I have
ever seen from a hdtel man's standpoint.
In face of an important victory,
they were composed, and mindful
of other guests' comfort.
They are an honor to Clemson and
South Carolina, and we hope to serve
each of them on their honeymoons.
May I especially compliment you
on your platoon. I heard them likened to Radio City's Rockettes,
which to my mind is the best drilled
team in the world.
Yours truly,
Gorman L. Burnett, Owner and Mgr.
The Arlington Hotel.
Copy: Lynchburg News.
Mr. Gorman L. Burnett,
The Arlington Hotel,
My dear Mr. Burnett:
It is indeed ,a pleasure to have
your splendid report on the exemr
plary conduct of our football team
which played V. M. I. in Lynchburg last Saturday, and also to have

Freshmen and faculty members
of the school of agriculture were
the guests of the South Carolina
chapter of Alpha Zeta, national
honor agricultural fraternity, at a
social "mixer" Monday night.
Dr. G. H. Wise of the dairy department spoke on the history of
the fraternity and told of its aims
and objectives.
Professor J. P. LaMaster of the
dairy department spoke on Phi
Kappa Phi, national honorary scholatic fraternity, explaining it as
a goal toward which every freshman should . begin working now.

THE FLORIST SHOP

MAIN AT EARLEST.

(Sophomore, Junior or Senior)

WANTED AT

Clemson Students Always Welcome

COLLEGE CAFE

Special Parties And Banquets Served
Private Rooms

Friday: 10 P. M. .'till 3 A. M.
Saturday: 5 P. M. 'till 2 A. M.
Sunday Also -

vS

Anderson, S. C. Jack G. Craft, Jr., Mgr.
Member IPTAY
Also See Football Program and
Y, M. C. A. Handbook

See GEO. CAVALARIS

LISTEN ...
You will want your best girl and your family to keep
up with Clemson next year. We don't know of a
better way for them to keep Clemson-informed than
by reading the Tiger.

HOME FOR RENT
Furnished If Desired
—FURNACE
HEAT—
i
See H. T. Hay wood, Clemson

^N(t kidding, the Tiger really will put them in the
*Tfuiow about Clemson—and it will not be any trouble
for you.

HERE'S HOW

HAVy
.
INTElU<#HCE

Send the Tiger a buck for each subscription that
you want—then—

HERE'S WHAT WILL HAPPEN
The Tiger circulation staff will immediately put the
names on our mailing list (the largest of any college
newspaper in South Carolina) and the Tiger will be
mailed to them for the entire nine months of the next
school year.

THIS WILL SAVE YOU
TIME: Because you won't have to go to the P. Oevery Friday to mail the Tiger.
WORRY: Because you will KNOW that when your
best girl and your family get the Tiger they will be
Clemson-informed.
EXPENSE: Because we pay all of the mailing costs
—-n,«-^stamps for you to buy.
.LETTERS: Because the Tiger will tell your family
all about you and Clemson.
Remember to mail your bucks to the Tiger right
away so that we can get those names on the mailing
list before the next issue.
NAME:
'.
(to whom Tiger is to be sent)
Street or Route
Cit yand State

The Tower club at Ohio State
University is a co-operative dormintory built under the seats of
the stadium.
Seventy-six cash
scholarships
for 1941-42 were granted tov under
graduate students by the University of Wisconsin from
special
trust funds.
Calling a man a skunk should
b- a compliment, declare wildlife
experts: the polecat yields fur and
eats insects pests, besides.

A new Clemson pep song, written
by Lewis Cox and Bill Donly of
the band company, will be introduced to the corps at the mass per.
meeting Thursday night, Jack
Richards, head cheer leader, announced yesterday.
The words, which will be sung
to the tune of. "The Footlifter,'
will be taught to the corps by members of the band. Here are th,
words:
"We're going to fight for dear
ole Clemson,
We're going to strive to do our
best,
We're going to fight for Alma
Mater and the things
we love the best.
We stand as one unbroken
spirit, and together we shall
win,
So when we roar, the world
shall know
We're Tigers bound for Victory."

Education Men
Teach In Local
High Schools
Again this year the department
of Industrial Education is aiding
the nearby high schools by Discing senior in education at the Calhoun Clemson high school and at
Central high to do pratice teaching in shop work, textiles and athletics.
In charge of the program
are
Mr. aJ. L. Brock, head of the department of Industrial Education,
and Dr. Zed H. Burns, professor of
Industrial Education.
Professor
Brock is in charge of the group at
Central high school and Dr. Burns
is in charge of the teaching at
Calhoun Clemson high school.

YOII GET THIS 6 TS1BE RCA VICTOR
CALHOUN HOTEL AND
COFFEE SHOP

To Work Dance Week-Ends

stuff such as body and knee
bends, everything might work
out all right. However, before
three minutes has elapsed, the
cadet corps is imitating wind
mills and shadow boxers. Such
rash movements under present
conditions can only result in
chaos. Of course some of the
more conservative cadets take
things easy and cause little
damage. However, one robust
lad working briskly from an
"arms to the thrust" formation can make short work of a
squad.
With winter approaching, it
its hoped that the holding of
formations on the hall will be
the solution to the problem. At
the present time, though,
it
looks like nothing short of a
blizzard will drive the Staff to
shelter: Even darkness cannot
deter them. The guides are expected to be seen equipped with
flashlights most any morning
now. The only plausible solutions yet conceived are that the
formation be held on Bowman
Field or that the battalions be
allowed to exercise on'alternate
mornings. Be that as it may, it
has been suggested that something be done before the
mounting casualties have reduced the number of able-bodied men in the corps to such
an extent that the only way
for the Staff tc get exercise
will be to command each other
or accompany the noble Bugle
Corps on their morning fiasco.

MRS. RALPH HUNTER, Florist
Corsages, Floral Designs, Cut Flowers, Fot Plants
Pendleton, S. C.
Phone 2471 or See BILL BURST, Room 1-209

"The Home Of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes"

CLEMSON CADETS

During Pre-Dawn Exercises

By UNCLE WALTER
After seeing hundreds of cadets have JJieir best caps trampled in the dust and many others suffer black eyes, bloody
noses, and broken limbs, members of the S. P. C. C. (Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Cadets) have formed the opinion that the present
system of Morning Exercises
should be abolished or radically
changed. Started for the express purpose of building manly
cadets, the exercise period has
of late proven detrimental to
both the moral and physical
condition of many. The primary
reason for all of this is the
overcrowding.
In a space which scarcely permits the casual waving of a
hand without striking the nearest man, the cadets have to per■ form gymnastics that would
put a ballet dancer to shame.
Sincerely) yours,
Only students fortunate enough
H. M. Pool,
to be taking down laundry and
Colonel, Infantry,
the inevitable "reveille sleepCommandant.
ers" escape the ordeal.
At • the command "extend to
the left", the unfortunate num- •
ber three men start forward like
Army scouts advancing into
enemy territory. Followed
by
their faithful cohorts, they carefully thread their way through
the milling mob until they eventually reach a spot which allows
them almost enough room to
turn around.
Mr. R. A. McGinty, Vive-director
If the erstwhile officers limitof the South Carolina Exepriment
ed their commands to simple
Station, spoke briefly on the agriculture school and introduced the
ther scholarships availbale to outfaculty members.
Ed Collins, dairy junior from standing freshmen of the twentyConway and a member of Phi Eta two who won freshmen scholarSigma, honor freshman fraternity, ships this year.
W. M. Hobson, dairy senior from
presented the fact that membership in this fraternity was a step- Belton and Chancellor of Alpha
ping stone to future honors. The Zeta. told of his experiences as
fraternity, which has the highest awinner of a Danforth Fellowthip
scholastic requirements of any both his freshman and junior years.
group at Clemson, is the only fraThe Fellowship is available to agternity open to freshmen.
ricultural freshmen and
juniors
L. C. Hammond, agronomy senior from Seneca, winner of two who are outstanding in scholarof the scholarships
offered
by ship and extra curricular activiSears-Roebuck, told about the fur- ties.

Agriculture Freshmen And
Faculty Are Entertained

#*##*###♦#****##

INC.

your complimentary report on the
performance of our Senior Platoon
which scheduled a drill between
halves of the game. Naturally we
think we have a very fine and well
behaved group of young men here
at Clemson and it is always gratifying td\ have our high opinions of
these young men confirmed by individuals who live away from the
campus.
The Senior Platoon is another
one of cur prides. We think we
have the best drilled platoon of its
kind in the country and are delighted to know those in attendance, at
the game enjoyed the drill the Platoon put on.
Again let me thank you for your
complimentary letter. It is always
gratifying to have such reports of
the Clemson students come from
strangers, and makes.us feel justly
proud of not onlyi the members of
the football team and the Senior
Platoon, but of the entire student
body from which the above units
ccme.

Writers Are
Cox And Donly
Of The Band

Is it necessary to be a high
school graduate in order to enlist in the Navy?
Nd. Navy enlistees need not be
high school graduates. All applicants will be given an examination containing approximately 100
questions. A grade of 50 per cent
or better on this examination is
sufficiently high to pass the Navy
educational standards. However,
a high school education will be
Valuable to the seaman during his
Navy enlistment.

•

•

•

//1 enlist in the Navy or Naval
Reserve, will I be sent to a
Navy Trade School?.
All new recruits are sent to one of
four Naval Training S&tions and
after a training period they may
take examinations for entrance
into Navy Trade Schools. Those
recruits who pass their examinations with sufficiently high grades
are sent to Navy Trade Schools
before assignment to the fleet.
While attending these schools,
they will receive regular Navy
pay and free schooling valued at
$1500.

•

•

•

What is the greatest possible
pay I can expect to earn during
my first term of enlistment?
It is possible to earn as much as

1942 RADIO
$
95
for less than 16"

RCA VICTOR

RADIOS
ALWAYS SCORE

$126 a month by the end of your
first term of enlistment, and remember that your clothing, lodging, medical and dental care are
all supplied free.

•

•

•

After I have served my term of
enlistment, what benefits do I
get for re-enlistment?
Depending on your rate and
length of service, you can get a
cash bonus up to $300 plus 30 days
leave with pay.

•

•

•

What does the term "ash can"
mean in the Navy?
An "ash can" is a slang term applied to the depth charge used to
combat submarines. The average
"ash can" is a container filled
with approximately 300 pounds of/
T.N.T. and can be dropped overboard from a ship and so controlled as to explode at depths
ranging from 36 to 300 feet. These
are generally carried by the fast
ships in the fleet, as a boat dropping a charge regulated to explode at 70 feet depth must move
away from the explosion area at a
speed of 25 knots or more. These
"ash cans" are either rolled off
the stern or shot from "y-guns"
which hurl one right and one left
simultaneously..

CLEMSON
L C. MARTIN DRUG CO
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner
The Official College Book and Supply Store
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Rebounding Tigers Take On NC Wolfpack
• • •

• • •

•k -k -k

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

• •.•

Virginia Military Institute Keydets Fail To Halt The Yellow Peril
VMI Defeat Is Lamour Unable Citadel Plowed Under By Superior Baby Bengals Charlotte To
Be Host Of
Worst Reverse Help Gamecock
Clemson Men
Handed Keydets
Clemson's Tigers gave Virginians plenty to talk about
at Lynchburg Saturday. After a first quarter that looked
anything but good, the Country Gentlemen found themselves, and made up for the bad start by scoring in each of
the remaining periods for a decisive 36-7 victory in the first
defense of their conference crown.
Many who have seen this year's Howard machine
say that it's the most colorful Tiger team in history.
i Color is a pretty hard thing to define, but the present
crew do play good football. Against the Keydets the
Clemson forward wall looked like a million and as for
the work of the backfield—all you have to do is to take
a look at the statistics.
OF STARS
Booty Payne, Charlie Timmons, and Johnnie Sweatte
were the outstanding stars of the Keydet-Tiger affair. Of
the teams five touchdowns, Payne scored two, and Tuffy,
Harry Franklin, sophomore wingback, and Sweatte accounted for one each. Sweatte carried twice for a total of
55 yards, his touchdown coming after a 47-yard jaunt
through center.
The football situation the country over took an unexpected turn with last week-end's games. The so-called upsetting of UNC by Carolina's Gamecocks, Tulane's treating Boston College rather roughly, and the Furman-Wofford outcome has changed to some extent the outlook for
the Tigers' completion of a successful schedule. From here
it looks like S. C. is loaded for all opponents, including
Clemson, but maybe there'll be fewer headaches around the
Athletic Association on the Furman and Boston College
situations.
TO CHARLOTTE
This Saturday the Tigers journey up to Charlotte
for the third shot in as many years at North Carolina
State's Wolfpack. In the previous two meetings, the
Clemsons have come out on the long end, and at present they'll be favored to make it three in a row and
the second conference win of the present campaign.
The Tigers haven't lost a conference game since back
In '36. Their narrowest escape came in '39 when in the
same stadium where they'll meet the Wolpack this
week-end. VMI held them to a 7-7 tie.
QUOTING SCOOP
We're in accord with Scoop Latimer's views on the following and so we quote from his Scoopin 'em up of Sunday
♦—"The best story American- football had to offer its worshipping public today was that of the sunlight and happiness that came to a mother and son the occasion of today's
Clemson game.
Mrs. D. H. Chipley, who had been blind following
an operation eight years ago, regained her vision this
morning to greet her son, Clemson's right end, Bill
Chipley, when the Tiger arrived in Lynchburg at dawn.
Chipley was met at the train by his father who immediately whisked him away to the old homestead for a brief
visit with- Mrs. Chipley before the Tigers holed in for a
long morning of catnaps.
When Mrs. Chipley looked at her boy this morning, it was the first time she had seen him since he
was an awkward high school freshman . . . The meeting was a touching reuniion . . . The darkness of eight
years was rewarded by a son that would warm any
woman's heart.
The story has thrilled the Nation. Associated press
wire-photo departments in New York and Washington immediately telegraphed for pictures, but Mrs. Chipley declined with thanks, saying she preferred that the meeting
be without exceeding publicity and fanfare."
ODD 'N ENDS—The VMI-Clemson fray Saturday was
also the scene of a reunion of note. Coach Frank Howard
met again Keydet line coach Leslie with whom he shared
the same living quarters during their college days at Alabama .... Wes Freeny, erstwhile reserve basketballer last
year, spotted for the PA system at Lynchburg. On his return home via the bumming route he was riding with an
old Clemson man and a staunch Tiger supporter when the
conversation drifted around to who knew whom and who
had seen whom, where. The gentleman's wife told of having
served cake and milk to a traveling Tiger basketball team
last winter. During the introductions, FREENY didn't recall having seen the folks before, but the mention of "cake
and milk" struck a responsive chord in the boy's mind and
he remembered that he had been among the group who had
stopped by on a basketball trip to Richmond last January.
That just goes to show the channels which a Clemson man's
thoughts follow—food . . . "Ace" Parker, letterman foot-,
bailer and baseballer, took over the center position to relieve Charlie Wright in the last quarter of the VMI game
Saturday. Hugh Jameson, the other first-string center was
held out because of minor injuries. Parker is a tailback . . .
Ed Irick, captain of the '40 Tiger baseballers, was around
the old Alma Mater this past week . . . Word from Brother Ray Floyd has it that George, who was to have been the
number one wingback of this year's Tiger team until Uncle
Sam said no, is suffering from lack of dope from and about
tne Country Gentlemen. He's now in the 367th Inf, Camp
Claibourne, La ... A little man currently playing a lotta
pro Tootball with Charlotte's Clippers is Loyell "Shad"
Bryant, former Clemson wingback. Shad was awarded a
watch for the outstanding performance in the Clipper's
opening game against Norfolk. He brought the crowd to
its feet with a 85-yard runback of a punt for Charlotte's
only score. His team lost, however, 7-6 . . . Some people say
(one to be exact) that Clemson's boxing fans won't have
much trouble forgetting Warren Wilson next winter. It
seems Jack Schaffer, dat bum from Flatbush, has decided
to take over the heavyweight division. He's already started training . . ,

Team Stars At
Track Field Day
In their first defense of the
Southern Conference football championship Saturday, Clemson's powerful Tiger team rolled over the V.
M. I. cadets at Lynchburg, Va. to
the tune of 36 to 7. A crowd of
7,000 witnessed the game.
"Booty' Payne, Tiger tailback,
had a. field day, scoring two touchdowns before he was hurt and
forced; to leave the game in the
third quarter.
V. M.,I. was first to score in the
first quarter on a 53 yard drive; they
then attempted a placement for the
extra point which went wide, but
they had another try when Clemson was offside— this second try
was made good. This seemed to anger the Tigers and is was shortly
after this that they swung into
action. A long drive started on
their own 31 yard line with Timmons and Tinsley doing the brunt
of the work. Shortly after the
second quarter opened Tinsley
scored, but the try for the extra
point failed. Payne then broke
away for forty-four yards and the
second Clemson score. Timmons
converted by placement, and the
score stood at 13-7 at half time.
Soon after the third period opened "Hawk" Craig intercepted a V.
M. I. pass and carried it to the
opponents 23 yard line. Charlie
Timmons on two plays carried to
the four yard line where he attempted to lateral, but the pass
was grounded and recovered by V.
M. I. Clemson regained possession
of the ball on V. M. I.'s 31 yard
marker, and on an end sweep Payne
streaked the entire
distance to
score.
He once
circled
back
ten yards then headed down -field
again and crossed the goal in the
corner with two Virginians trying
to push him out of bounds. This
is the play on which Payne was
hurt, and forced to retire for the
afternoon.
The Tigers sensational tackle,
George Fritts, then broke thru the
"Cadet's" line to block a kick which
was recovered by V. M. I. in their
own end zone, giving the Tigers
two more points, and the score
stood at 22-7. On the well known
end-around play Joe Blalock stepped off 21 yards to the one-yard
line. Timmons bucked over for the
score and made the try for the
point good thus making the score
29-7. At this point Johnnie Sweatte
replaced Timmons, a«d joined into
the spirit of things by stepping off
forty seven yards for the final
tally. The try for point was good,
and the game ended with the Tigers
on the long end of the 36-7 score.
The Lineups
Clemson
V. M. I.
LE—Blalock
Ducko
LT—Fritts
j.
Ellington
LG— Padgett
Markin
..C—C. Wright
Minton
RT— Cagle
Williams
RE—Chipley
Clark
QB—Craig
Pritchard
LH—Payne
(C) Catlett
RH—Butler
Muha
FB—Timmons
Ward
Clemson
0 13 16 7—36
V. M. I
7 0 0 0—7
Clemson
scoring . touchdowns,
Franklin (sub for Payne), Payne 2,
Timmons 3, weatte ifor Butler).
Points after touchdowns, Timmons
3, place-kicks; McElveen (for Rothell (place kick), Safety, Muha.
V. M. I. Scoring: Touchdown,
Catlett. Point after touchdown,
Muha (place-kick).

Intramural Sports
Program To Begin
October 6 At YMCA
A wide scale intramural program
which includes touch football, volley ball, swimming, tug-o-war, cross
country, and basketball will begin
Monday, October 6 and extend
throughout the entire school year,
under the
direction
of Freddie
Kirshner, Y. M. C. A. athletic director.
Realizing the importance of organized athletics to a well-rounded
college life, the "Y" will promote
these sports extensively and all
cadets, especially freshmen, are
urged to participate in at least
one activity.
All companies will be represented
by teams in the Frosh swimming
meet, and the championship squad
will be determined by a single
elimination tournament. Events will
include the 40 yard free style, 40
yard back stroke, 40 yard breast
stroke, 60 yard medley relay, and
the 80 yard free style relay. Entries must be freshmen and demonstrate that they are in good condition.
CDA MEN
Deas Richardson and N. O. McDowell, juniors from Greenville,
were this week appointed to the
junior committee of the Central
Dance Association, Jake Colvin,
president, said last night.
Joe Blalock, Clemson's allAmerica end candidate, also
knows his way around a baseball diamond. In his school boy
days he hit safely on 11 consecutive trips to the plate for
Charleston High School, and
last spring he pounded out an
even .333 for the Tiseri.

Swivel-hipped Dorothy Lamour said today she wouldn't be
able to sponsor the South Carolina-Clemson annual football
classic October 23 — she has
a date with the Pacific fleet.
Dick Anderson, president of
the Block C club at the Universityf sent Lamour an invitation to sponsor the game two
weeks ago after the Gamecocks
voted her their favorite screen
actress.
In a telegram today congratulating the team on its upset
victory over North Carolina last
Saturday, Lamour declined with
"thanks" and explained that
Paramount has me cornered
behind the entire Pacific fleet
until late in November."
She's working on a movie
titled "The Fleet's In."
Apologizing for her delay in
answering the . Gamecock invitation, Lamour said facetiously,
"believe me, I must have left
your address in my other sarong."
Anderson promptly sent another telegram inviting Lamour
to sponsor the Carolina,- Penn
State game here November 29
if her picture is finished.

Many Plan* To
Attend Game

Following close on the heels oi
two successful football campaigns
the Clemson Tigers will take on
the North Carolina State Wolfpack this Saturday at Charlotte.
N. C, thus marking their second
Conference game ' of the season.
The Wolfpack record so far boasts
one tie and one victory against
Clemson's two straight victories;
therefore the edge judging from
past performances should go to
the Tigers.
This game however,
as in the past years, cannot be
judged entirely from records or
performances for the rivalry that
has been built up between Clemson and N. C. State, will make it
a blood game rather than just
an ordinary Conference ga.me. N.
C. State will be trying to dislodge
the Tigers from their Confernce
throne, and the Tigers will be
fighting hard to keep in the lead.
The State outfit is almost at
the same strength as it was last
The Clemson rat team proved to be virCown, small but tricky back, made while
year.
Their running attack
is
carrying the pigskin for the "Cub" team
tually unstoppable last Saturday in its
about the finest feature that they
can offer, but theey will find it
that tallied up a 19-6 victory over the
first game of the season. Pictured above
pretty tough going against the
freshman team from The Citadel.
is one of the few stops that "Red" McTuesday, October 14, has been
Clemson "Seven Blocks of Granite".
set for the ■ date of the Intramural
Their execllent play faking and
Freshman Basketball Tournament.
timing may give the Tigers some
trouble to start with, but they are
This event will be or5en to all
bound to run out of their bag of
freshmen and will be a single elimtricks.
On the passing offense,
ination tournament between comthey can also be termed as strong
Ail-American. United Press had a lowly "Rat". He's
small
panies. The same pairings will be
BY BOB BOISE
All-America linesmen go, weighing only 180 on for their aerial attack is .very deused for this engagement as is beStep up, readers, and meet Joe him on its second
ing used for the outdoor - volleyball Blalock. Shake the hand that's while Liberty magazine put him a frame several inches taller than ceptive and has excellent poise.
tournament which is being held helped put Clemson College in on its third. Blalock
became a six feet. You'll hardly find a ca- The backs are fast and hard to
now. All of these games will be the national football spotlight for unanimous A^ Southern selection. det from among Clemson's twenty- get around on running plays, but
played in the little field house at the past two years.
One big reason why the Clem,- three hundred who doesn't like some of them are weak in pass
defense and Clemson may find
7:00 p. m.
Think back two years
to the son boy stands above the crowd is Jumpin' Joe. Maybe it's his ready
Another event which will take great Tiger team of '39. Banks Mc- the ^act that he's probably the smile and quick wit-anyway it's it advantageous to take to the air.
The line is about the weakiest
place soon is the Intramural Fresh- Fadden was the star. "Mac" was country's only triple-threat end. there.
Wolfpack position for it carries
man Swimming Meet which will
He
not
only
catches
passes,
but
And
so
Joe
is
now
a
marked
plenty good. He could kick, run,
be held on November 4. The six
he throws 'em too—to say nothing man, on and off the field. That's very poor and inexperienced reserves.
The Tigers should find
events which will be held are the and pass with the best of 'em, but of toting the ball like a scat-back
what makes the going so tough very little trouble in going through
it
was
Joe
Blalock
who
made
that
40 yard free style, the 40 yard
on end around plays. Joe passed In the V. M. I. game there were
unforgettable
passing
combination
backstroke, the 40 yard breast
the State frontwall in almost the
men assigned to cover Mr. same manner as they managed to
stroke, and the 60 yard Medley complete. "McFadden to Blalock" to Banks McFaddin to defeat a three
1
strong
Furman
team
in
'39.
His
became
a
byword
here
and
throughBla
-ik
both
on
offensive
and
deRelay, the 80 yard free style relay,
sweep away V. M. I. line pluggers.
carry-over fensive plays. All told, he put in
out the nation. It mowed down all running ability is a
and diving.
The Clemson line has been spoken
from
nis
high
school
days
when
oposition with the single excepa *ay's. Work and there's none to of a the best in years, and it
tion of Tulane's powerful Green he made all-state as a back for say
e wasn't the best on the can be judged'by such outstanding
Wave which eked out a magnifi- Charleston High. In two years of field.
players as Blalock, Fritts, Padgett,
Many big name players confine Jameson, Wright, Cagle and Chipcent 7-6 victory in New Orleans. varsity competition, the Charleston boy has amassed a total of 571 their eforts to the Saturday after
That
was
Joe's
sophomore
year
ley making up the first string.
All. of the first round of the
yards on twenty- five received noon throngs. Not so Blalock. He The line resrves are equally as
Intramural
Outdoor
Volleyball and even then he was good enough passes for an average of twentyto be selected on both
Collier's
runs, blocks,' and tackles just as strong, thus making substitution
Tournament will be played at 4:15
hard against the
Bohunks
as an easy matter for Coach Howand.
and Associated Press mythical All- five per completed pass.
Thursday October 2. The second
"The Geech" is just as versatile against any foe. This spells the
The Tiger's backfield can
also
round games will be played on South Teams.
another
end be termed as a stand-out with numLast year, although the
team ic the other fields of sport as difference beteen
Monday and Tuesday of next week
fc«
is
in
the
different
branches
of
and
.„
great
star.
No
superman,
he,
failed to scale the heights hit by
erous capable reserves who can do
with the quarter finals following
the team of '39 which
defeated football. Following up an all-state but just a damn good football as good a job as the starting staff,
on Wednesday and the semi-finals
career
in
high
school,,
Blalock
player and a swell fellow giving A fued has been going on since
Boston College in Clemson's first
on Thursday. The finals will, be
bowl game down in Dallas, Bla- stepped into a first-team basket- all he's got. the beginning of the season for
called for Friday October 10.
These facts show why Joe Bla- several of the backfield spots, with
lock was still in there
plugging ball position last year as a junior
In the first round ten teams away.' As a/ junior, the
Tiger after a two year layoff from that lock has already been picked on some of the up and coming sophodrew byes. These companies are
sport. To top it off, there isn't a Saturday Evening Post's pre-season mores making lt pretty hard on
flash
still
had
the
news
writers
C-l, G-l L-l, Band, A-2, D-2,
parts All-American and why thousands the older boys to hold their posts.
G-2, K-2, L-2 and M-2. The pair- and coaches watching him. And he baseball player in these
of folks all over the South
are
ings for Thurdays games are A-I wasn' over-looked. Hearst Papers who doesn't rate him tops as an pulling for him and his mates on
and B-1, E-l and F-l, l-l and and Eddie Dooley
placed
the outfielder.
the gridiron. Small wonder, do
K-l, B-2, and C-2, E-2, and H-2
And still Joe is as unaffected as you think?
"Great
One"
on
their
first
team
against L-2.
All of the above
Last Thursday afternoon the K-l'
games will be played on the quadMcCutcheon freshmen barely edged out the K-2
LG—Mulwee
A survey of Clemson's footrangle court except the H-2—L-2
Novitsky
LT—Bonds
freshmen trackmen by exciting the
ball players reveals just what
game which will be played on
Alexander course In 4 minutes 8 seconds to
LE—Clark
anyone could have guessed.
the small parade ground.
Turner
QB—Kelly
win the Intramural Freshmen ReTheir favorite aftergame menu
Bennett lay. Running in the third heat
HB— Brooks
would be: fruit cocktail, soup,
Marsinko this team composed of Stokes,
HB—Sullivan
broiled steak, French tries
FB—Byers
Snipes Clark, Stone, and Dickerson was
green peas, lettuce and tomato
Mitchell F. Simmons, co-editor
salad, hot rolls, milk, and ice
Citadel
0 6 0 0—6 not pushed too much, but the
of last year's Tiger and Textile
Howie,
creaam.
Clemson
, .... 0 6 6 7—19 K-2 team formed by
The Clemson freshman football
chemistry graduate of '41, was on
Haines, Lynch, and Hendrick, gave
Subs:
Citadel:
Ends,
McKey,
squad won its opening game of the
the campus early this week after a
them a real scare in the fourth
Discounting sophomores, the
year by turning away the Citadel Bates and Werthmann; tackles, Ar- heat when they turned in a tuna
summer's work in New York with
backs running- for Clemson's
nold
and
Byrd;
guards,
Weathers
Frosh to the tune of 19-6. McCown,
the General Dyestuff Corporation.
of 4 minutes 8 1-2 seconds.
Tigers this year have gained
Byers and Sullivan proved to be and Gamble; center, Game we 11;
Simmons will probably go to
The remaining ten teams finished
75 yards less than a mile in
Charlotte in the near future to
the main cogs in the Tiger machine backs, Dewald, Stogner, Miller, in the order F-2, L-2 L-l, t-1,
previous varsity games.
work with the same company.
with McCcwn scoring twice on line Howell and Suddrets. Clemson: G-l, E-l, E-2, H-2, C-2 and the
plays, and Byers and Sullivan set- Ends, Manley, Rhea, Brimm, Onuf- Band.
Testimonial
to
Harry
FrankLt. Thomas S. Klug, who gradting up some beautiful plays to fer and Spearman; tackles, TruesEighteen companies were reprelin's speed and endurance is
dale; guards, Briggs, Hunter and sented in this relay and they finuated here. last year in textile enkeep the "rats" in the running.
Elliott;
center,
Kimbrel;
backs,
Fair,
gineering, recently graduated from
the fact that the Clemson
The Citadel opened the scoring
ished in the following order: K-l,
the graduate section of the Philasophomore wingback was the
in the second quarter with Howell McCown, Brown, Fisher and Tron- K-2, L-l, B-2, B-1, A-l, 1-2, A-2
well.
delphi Quartermaster Section, the
Tennessee High School 880
and M-2.
tossing an 11-yard touchdown pass
commandant's office said today.
champion in 1939 and 1940.
to Bates, who grabbed the ball on
the six-yard marker and ran over
for the initial tally.,The extra point
was too wide and Citadel led 6-0.
Starting on their own 40-yard line,
the Clemson "Baby Tigers" started
a drive down field that netted them
their first score when McCown
plunged 11 yards through the middle of the line for the tally. Byers
was mainly instrumental in bringing
the Tigers into scoring position on
that long drive. Trie score stood at
a 6-6 deadlock at the end of the
half.
The second portion of the game
opened with an exchange of kicks
and passes, with neither team making much headway. Citadel's kick
on their fourth down was blocked
by Clemson's tackle, Bond, on the
Citadel 35-yard line, from which
point Byers' beautiful pass to Stacey in the end zone brought on
trie second Clemson score. The Tigers were leading at the end of
the third quarter 12 to 6.
The third "Rat" tally came in the
final period when Red McCown
broke away on a full spinner through
center for sixty-five yards. The Tigers made the try for extra point
good, the first of the afternoon.
In spite of the one sided score the
Citadel Frosh were a threat at all
times. Marsinko, Howell, and Snipes
all turned in fine bits of offensive
These two are all set to get back into action against
Stars of Clemson's 36-7 victory over VMI Saturday
play.
N. C. State at Charlotte. Hambright, reserve tackle
POS.—CLEMSON
CITADEL
were Booty Payne and Johnnie Sweatte pictured here.
RE—Stacey
Enck
last year, has been out since before the season started
Payne scored two of" his teams five touchdowns, while
RT—Rogers
Frye
with a bad knee, and Jameson stayed on the sidelines
Sweatte ran 47 yards for the longest single run of the
RG—Karambelas
Margavage
Saturday with a minor injury.
C —Massey
Depew
fray and the Tigers last score.

Rat Basketball
Tourney To Open

Meet Joe Blalock, AII-American

Volleyball For
Rats To Open

K-l Rats Win In
Track Meet Relay

Simmons HereFrom
New York Job

Cubs Trounce
Citadel, 19-6
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Blue Key Officers; Directory Heads Named
Collegiate Digest
In Picture Market
For Campus Shots

Sfurgis Elected
Vice President
Top Honor Frat

Collegiate Digest, the national
roto suppliment for college papers, is looking for timely, human-interest pictures of events
that happen en the Clemson
campus. If you're a shutterbug, here's an easy way to pick
up some spending money or
pay for your film and developing.
Mail your pictures to Editor,
Collegiate Diest, 323 Pawkes
Building, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Payment of $3 for each photo
used will be made upon acceptance.
Gocd quality gloss prints are
essential. Only pictures that
are sharp in detail' and have
good tone quality will be accepted. Action or candid photos
are preferred.
All pictures must be properly captioned with full details.
Unused prints will be returned to the sender.

Named Editor With
Coker and Dixon
Harry Sturgis, textile engineering senior from Rock Hill., was
last- night elected vice president
of-Blue Key, high-ranking national honor service leadership fraternity, and was named editor of
the Blue Key Directory for 1941.
Larry Coker and James Dixon were
elected associate editors.
James Barton and Julian Dusenbury were elected recording and
alumni secretaries of the fraternity, respectively.
The Directory is compiled annually by Blue Key as an aid
to the students, and contains the
names of all Clemson students, together with, their major courses,
room numbers, class, and home
addresses. Complete lists of campus organizations and a list of the
administrative officers and the
.faculties of the various schools are
included.
"Work on the book, will begin
at once," said Sturgis, who served
as editor of this year's Y. M. C.
A. Handbook.

Recipients of the highest honor bestowed on Clemson cadets are shown here
being tapped to Blue Key, the national
honor leadership fraternity. The six
Blue Key "Worms" who are undergoing
a week of informal initiation are from

left to right: K. S. Brazeale, Jake Colvin, Harry Sturgis, James Barton, Walter Hobson, and Larry Coker. Buddy
Lesesne, president of the fraternity congratulates them.

Young To Head Sosnowski Lists Work Is Begun
Pershing Rifles Watch Leaders On College
Stadium Site
J. G. Young, pre-med senior from
Florence, last night was elected captain of. the local company of Pershing Rifles, national military society
for underclassmen.
C. E. Hammond and J. C. Higgins were elected first and second
lieutenants respectively. Bill Pearce
Is first sergeant.
Pershing Rifles will prcbably select an honorary captain again this
year, Young said, and will call for
freshmen eliminations for the company around Christmas.
The organization will continue to
employ the old squad drill in order
to provide a training school for possible senior platoon members, the
newly-elected commander said.
STODDARD ENLISTS
Robert L. Stoddard, 1941 Clemson graduate, enlisted in the midshipman reserve of the United
States Navy in Charlotte Tuesday.
Stoddard, who is now a junior sur?eyor in the Anderson Soil Conservation office, will report on call
>o begin training for a commisuon in the naval reserve.

J. R. Sosnowski, president of the
Clemson YMCA, yesterday announced the evening watch leaders for
each company in schcol.
The leaders, who were picked by
especially appointed committees,
will be in charge of devotional periods to be held on each company
immediately after long roll every
night.
The men are V. M. Cook, J. L.
Johnson, C, W. Rush, R. B. Carpenter, R. W. Touchberry, A. C.
Home, H. G. Grimball, Aubury
Gantt, Goudelcck, J. E. Webb, D. L.
Tillman, R. H. Strange and L. H.
Hance.
Also . J. D. MacArthur, Murphy
Wells, Claude Hipp, E. E. Dodson,
and W. G. Albergotti.

Dr. O. H. Pepper of the University of Pennsylvania for several
ye.rs has devoted a clinic to geriatrics— the specialty of the diseases of the aged.
Men and women freshmen at
Macalester college enjoyed weekend camp outings before the school
year opened.

Church Auxiliary
To Have Supper

Anderson Girls
Present Program

Alumni Plan
Dinners In
Game Cities

in Boston are invited to attend.
Moving pictures showing campus
scenese and some of last year's
football games will be shown.
Those contemplating
going to
Boston are requested to contact
Woodward Allen, Care Solvay Sales
Corp., 45 Milk Street, Boston. The
Kenmore Hotel will be Clemson
headuarters for the game, as it
is in easy walking distance of the
field.
On Wednesday evening, October
22, the Clemson Alumni Chapter
of Columbia will entertain all
Clemson men with a dinner at the
Wade Hampton Hotel. The meeting
will run from 4 p. m. to 7 p. m.,
with dinner at 6, giving Clemson
men time for a get-to-gether before dinner. Tickets for the freshman game on Melton field that
night will be on sale at the meeting. All Clemson faculty members
and other friends who are in Columbia are urged to attend. Those
who intend to be present are asked to notify T. J. Hendrix, State
Highway Department, Columbia,
S. C, co that the proper number
of dinners will be ready.

a M/tafc

and I'll give you back 15 seconds
Says

•Somebody whistles a few barsjof a catefcy tune.
Others pick it up.
Soon the whole country's whistling it, Uls ahii,
oomebody lights up a cigarette.
Likes it. Passes the word along.
Soon the whole country's smoking if*
It's a hit. IT'S CHESTERFIELD.
The big thing that's pushing Chesterfield aheAct
Is the approval of smokers like yourself.
Chesterfields are definitely Milder,
Cooler-Smoking and Better-Tasting.
They're made of the world's best cigarette tobaccos
Blended just right to give you more smoking pleasure.

CAFETERIA

But even these facts wouldn't count
If smokers didn't just naturally like them.
Once a smoker finds out from Chesterfield
What real smoking pleasure is, nothing else will do.
Yes, fellow smokers, IT'S YOUR APPROVAL
THAT'S PUSHING CHESTERFIELD AHEAD.

Of Charlotte
Welcomes The Clemson Corps To
Charlotte
25c

Special Clemson Plate

35 Salads, 25 Desserts, and many other foods
to select from and add to your meal.

See the features of Sandy Nevins
that put them on an equal plane
with any $5 shoe on the market!
Flexible as split bamboo . . . need
no breaking in. Leather insole resists cracking. Genuine Goodyear
welt construction. Pick YOUR favorite style from Sears huge selection!

116 W. Trade Street
CHARLOTTE, NORH CAROLINA

Copyright 1941, LiccsTT &

CAROLINA MOTOR LINES
SCHEDULE AND PRICES:

$EARS/ROEBIKK ANDCO
PHONES

1606-1607-1608

to
to
to
to
to
to

Greenwood
Columbia
Anderson
Greenville
Newberry
Augusta

$ .95
$1.95
$ .30
$ .50
$1.45
$1.80

7:30 A.
7:30 A.
7:30 A.
7:30 A.
7:30 A.
7:30 A.

MM.
MM.
MM.

All Those Going By Bus Please Buy Their
Tickets Early To Avoid The Rush.

MY«RS TOBACCO CO,

CLEMSON Y. M. C. A THEATRE
Aud. 2:

Come In Today And See The
5,000,000th Sandy Nevin Shoe
Reproduced In Shining; Gold.

ANDERSON, S. CAROLINA

Everywhere you go

We are prepared to do our share in
helping the Clemson Corps in having a
big time.

Clemson
Clemson
Clemosn
Clemson
Clemson
Clemson

PAUL DOUGLAS,

well-known radio announcer

s. & w.
ANY
PAIR

Bill Dillard, J. D. Ruff, Kenneth Cribb,
J. P. Abrams, John Derrick, and G. G.
Bennett. President Larry Coker is shown
placing the key on Cribb. In order to be
eligible for membership a student must
have a grade-point ratio of 5.5.

An Anderson College deputation
team, directed by Elsie Jane Dorsett, Baptist Student Union president, presented afternoon and evening vesper services at the Clemson
YMCA last Sunday.
Other features of the program
were a piano solo by Miss Mary
Fern Parris, a talk on "Youth In
Season" by Miss Margaret Home,
president of the Student Government Association, a reading, "If I
Had Youth," by Miss Theresa Johnson, and several selections from the
college Glee Club. The Glee Club
was accompanied by Miss Lillian
Stroud.
The group was led by
Mrs. Mildred Clinkscales, B. S. U.
sponsor.

All business women and girls of
the Clemson community Vere yesterday invited to an Inter-Church
Auxiliary supper Wednesday night
by Mrs. Prances McAllister, president 6f the Professional and Business Women's Club of Clemson.
Mrs. McAllister urged all business
women to notify Mrs. P. C. Anderson net later than Saturday night
whether or not they would be able
Latest University of Iowa stuto attend.
dent to enter movies is 23-yearThe dinner will be held in the so- old Jean Fitzgerald, who passed
cial hall of the Baptist Church.
her screen test while recovering
from a broken back suffered in a
fall off a cliff.

Clemson's proposed new $115,000
stadium moved out of the actual
ning stage this week as the actual
work of clearing,, filling and leveling got under way at the site behind the Field House.
In order to make the site available for construction purpases, ten
lots of the Animal Husbandry department had to be removed. A
crew of men were engaged in cutting large trees, clearing away underbursh, and installing a pipeline under the center of the Playing field for drainage purposes.
Mr. C. Y. Thomason, of Greenwood, S. C, is superintendent in
charge of construction, Professor
H. E. Glenn of the Civil Engineering Department is the designer and
engineer in charge. Mr. J. E. Murph,
assistant to the superintendent of
buildings and grounds, is acting as
Alumni dinners for graduates of
the resident engineer on the sta- Clemson have been planned in
dium, which is expected to be com- at least three of the cities in
pleted by May, 1942.
which the Tigers will play this
season, it was announced yesterday by Mr. Jake Woodward, Clemson Alumni Corporation secretary
The Clemson Alumni Association
of Charlotte will hold a dinner
meeting for all Clemson men in
the city at the Barringer Hotel at
7:30 Friday, October 3, at which
Dr. D. W. Daniel will be the
principal speaker. Brief tallks by
several student leaders at Clemsaon and reels of some of last years
games will also be on the program.
The Clemson dinner in Boston
will be held at the Kenmore Hotel
from, 11:30 a. m. to 1:30 p. m.
October 11. All Clemson men then

Here are the eight honor general science
juniors and seniors who were last week
named to membership in Sigma Tau
Epsilon, the general science honor fraternity. From left to right the new members are H. A. Sturkey, Lee Milford,

"Devil Dogs of the Air"—3:00 In in by 3:30 see all. 6:40 and
8:15.

Oct. 2:

"Woman's Face"—Joan Crawford.

Oct. 3:

"Harmon of Michigan"—-Tom Harmon.

Oct. 4:

"Too Many Blondes"—Rudy Vallee.

Oct- 3 and 4:

'Blossoms in the Dust"—Geer Garson.

6 and 7:

"Tom, Dick and Harry"—Ginger Rogers.

6 and 7:

"San Antonio Rose"—Robert Paige.

7 and 8:

"Hurry Charlie Hurry."

8 and 9:

'Love Crazy"—Myrna Loy.

#

